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Preface

In many applications nowadays, information systems become increasingly complex, open and dynamic. They involve massive amounts of data, generally issued from different sources. Moreover, information is often inconsistent, incomplete, heterogeneous and pervaded with uncertainty. The annual International
Conference on Scalable Uncertainty Management (SUM) has grown out of this
wide-ranging interest in the management of uncertainty and inconsistency in
databases, the Web, the Semantic Web, and Artificial Intelligence. The SUM
conference series aims at bringing together researchers from these areas by highlighting new methods and technologies devoted to the problems raised by the
need for a meaningful and computationally tractable management of uncertainty
when huge amounts of data have to be processed. The First International Conference on Scalable Uncertainty Management (SUM'07), was held in Washington
DC, USA in October 2007. Since then, the SUM conferences took place successively in Naples (Italy) in 2008, again in Washington DC (USA) in 2009, and in
Toulouse (France), in 2010.
This proceedings contains the poster papers presented at the Fifth International Conference on Scalable Uncertainty Management (SUM'll) which was
held in Dayton, Ohio (USA) on October 10-12, 2011.
We would like to thank all the members of the program committee, as well
as the additional reviewers, who have devoted time for the reviewing process.
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Core of logic-based argumentation frameworks
Leila Amgoud

Philippe Besnard

Srdjan Vesic

IRIT - CNRS, 118 route de Narbonne
31062 Toulouse Cedex 9, France
amgoud@irit.fr, besnard©Hrit.fr, vesic@irit.fr

Abstract. We are interested by argumentation systems which build
their arguments from a propositional knowledge base (KB), and evaluate them using Dung's acceptability semantics. We start by showing
that such systems are infinite, i.e. from a finite KB, an infinite set of arguments and an infinite set of attacks among them are generated. While
the construction of arguments under propositional logic is costly even
in the finite case, the fact that those systems are infinite makes them
completely useless.
Then, we provide a procedure which, given an argumentation system,
computes its finite sub-system, called core. A core considers a finite subset of arguments and a finite subset of attacks, and returns all the results
of the original system. This means that a finite subset of arguments is
sufficient to draw all the expected conclusions from a KB.

1

Introduction

Argumentation is a reasoning model based on the const ruction and evaluation
of arguments. It was studied in AI for modeling agents' interactions and for reasoning about defeasible information ([1]). It is well-known that argumentation
reasoning is computationally costly ([5]). Besides, when reasoning with a concrete knowledge base, building arguments from the base is also computationally
complex. Thus, reducing the number of arguments is certainly beneficial.
In this paper, we focus on argumentation systems built over propositional
knowledge bases. We show that such systems have an infinite set of arguments
and return an infinite number of conclusions. We study then how to reduce the
load of computation of arguments. We show that such systems have cores. A
core is a finite sub-system of the original one which is sufficient to return all the
results of the former one.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 recalls the logic-based argumentation system we are interested in, and studies its properties. Section 3 defines
the notion of a core of an argumentation system. Section 4 studies the different
sources of infiniteness of a set of arguments. Section 5 identifies the core(s) of an
infinite system. Section 6 is devoted to some concluding remarks and perspectives.
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Logic-based argumentation systems

Throughout the paper, (.C, f-) denotes propositional logic where .C is a set of
well-formed formulae, f- denotes the classical entailment, and = is the classical
logical equivalence between formulae of .C. A knowledge base E is a finite subset
of .C. We suppose that E contains at least one minimal inconsistent subset which
contains at least one consistent formula.
Definition 1 (Argument). An argument is a pair (H, h) s.t. H c; E, H is
consistent, H f- h, and ~H' C H s.t. H' satisfies the three previous conditions.
We call H the support of the argument and h its conclusion .
Notations: Let a= (H, h) be an argument, Cone( a) = hand Supp( a)

= H . Let

S c; E, Arg(S) ={a I a is an argument in the sense of Def. 1 and Supp(a) c; S}.

Let £ c; Arg(E), Base(£ ) = USupp (a ) such that a E £.
It is easy to see that the set of all arguments that may be built from a
knowledge base is infinite. Since the knowledge base Eis inconsistent, arguments
may be conflicting as well. For the purpose of t his paper, we will consider the
relation 'undermine' ([6]).
Definition 2 (Assumption attack). Let a, b E Arg(E). The argument a undermines b, denoted aRb, iff 3h E Supp(b) s.t. Cone( a) = -.h.
We can see that the set R c; Arg(E) x Arg(E) is infinite. Let us now define an
argumentation system built over E.
Definition 3 (Argumentation system). An argumentation system (AS) built
over a knowledge base E is a pair F = (Arg(E), R) where R c; Arg(E) x Arg(E)
is the attack relation given in Definition 2.
The arguments of Arg(E) are evaluated using an acceptability semantics. For
the purpose of our paper, we use stable semantics ([4]).
Definition 4 (Stable semantics). Let F = (Arg(E), R ) be an AS and£
Arg(E).

c;

- £ is conflict-free iff ~a, b E £ s.t. aRb .
- £ is a stable extension iff it is conflict-free and it attacks every argument in
Arg(E) \ £ .
Let Ext(F) denote the set of all stable extensions of F.

Since the sets Arg(E) and R are infinite, one might expect that the number of
extensions is infinite. The following result shows that this is not the case.
Proposition 1 Let F = (Arg(E), R) be an AS built over a finite knowledge
base E. F has a finite number of stable extensions, and each stable extension of
F is infinite.
A status is associated to each argument as follows:
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Definition 5 (Status of arguments). Let F = (Arg(E) , R) be an AS, £1, .. . , £n
its extensions and a E Arg( E).
- a is skeptically accepted (or skeptical) iff a E n £i, for i = 1, . .. , n.
- a is credulously accepted iff 3i, j E {1, ... , n} s.t. a E £i and a fl. £1.
- a is rejected iff a fl. U£i, for i = 1, ... , n .
The function Status( a, F) returns the status of an argument a in the argumentation system F .

Definition 6 (Outputs of an AS). Let F = (Arg(E), R) be an AS built over
a knowledge base E.
- Output(.F) = {x E £, s.t. 3a E Arg(E), a is skeptical and x
- Bases(F) ={Base(£) s.t. £ E Ext(F)} .

= Conc(a)}.

It can be seen that Output(F) is infinite.

3

Core of an argumentation system

This section motivates and defines formally the notion of a core of an AS. It
has been shown ([3]) that the stable extensions of an argumentation system
(Arg(E), R) return the maximal (for set inclusion) consistent subsets of E . Let
us consider the following simple example:

Example 1 Let E = {x, -.y, x -+ y} be a propositional knowledge base. Among
all arguments of Arg(E), let us consider the following ones:
ai: ({x},x)
az: ({-.y},-.y)
a3 : ({x -+ y}, x -+ y) a4 : ({x, -.y} , x A -.y)
a5 : ({-.y, x -+ y}, -.x) a6 : ( { x, x -+ y}, y)
The figure below depicts the attacks between these arguments.

It can be checked that the sub-system composed only of the six arguments is
sufficient to return the three maximal consistent subbases of E and to infer all
the conclusions of Output(F), where Fis the argumentation system built over
E by Def. 3. We say that the two systems are equivalent.

Definition 7 (Equivalent ASs). Let F and g be two arbitrary ASs. F and g
are £Qi-equivalent iff criterion EQi below holds:
EQl: For all x E Output(F), 3y E Output(Q) s.t. x := y and vice versa. We
write Output(F) = Output(Q) .
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EQ2: Bases(./=")

= Bases(Q).

Another key notion of a core of an AS is that of sub-system.
Definition 8 (Sub-system). For two ASs F = (A.r, RF) and g =(Ag, Rg),
g is a sub-system of F iff
- Ag C A.rand
- Rg = {(a , b) E R .r I a E Ag & b E Ag}.

Let us now define a core of a system.
Definition 9 (Core of an AS). Let F = (Arg(E) R) be an AS built over E.
A core of F is an AS g s.t.

- g
- g

is finite
is a sub-system of F
- F and g are EQ2-equivalent

4

The sources of infiniteness of an AS

There are two main sources for the infiniteness of the set Arg(E). The first
one is the fact of duplicating several arguments with the same support and
equivalent conclusions. For instance, in Example 1, the arguments ({x},x Vy),
({x}, -.x--) y) and ({x}, (-.x--) y) V (x V -ix)) can be seen as equivalent.
Definition 10 (Equivalent arguments). Let a, b E Arg(E). The two argum ents a and b are equivalent, denoted by a ,...., b, iff Supp(a) = Supp(b) and
Conc(a) = Conc(b).
It is worth noticing that the binary relation ,...., on Arg(E) is an equivalence
relation (i.e. it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive). 1
We can see that equivalent arguments (in the sense of "') have the same status.
The second source of infiniteness of Arg(E) is due to atoms that have no
occurrence within E but occur in conclusions of arguments. For instance, the two
arguments ({x}, xv z) and ({x }, xv zVw) belong to the set Arg(E ) (Example 1)
although z and w do not occur in E. We show that such arguments have no
impact on the other arguments of Arg(E).

Notations: Atoms(E) is the set of atoms occurring in E. Arg(E)1 is the subset
of Arg(E) that contains only arguments with conclusions based on Atoms(E).
For instance, in Example 1, Atoms(E) = {x,y}. Thus, an argument such as
( {x }, x V z V w) does not belong to the set Arg(E)1 ·
1

Note that Besnard and Hunter ([2]) defined conservativeness as follows: an argument
(H , h) is more conservative than (H', h') iff H ~ H' and h' f- h. Thus, two arguments
are equivalent (in the sense of "') iff they are more conservative than each other.
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Note that the set Arg(E) 1 is infinite (due to equivalent arguments). Importantly,
its arguments have the same status in the two systems :F = (Arg(E), R) and
:F1 = (Arg( E) ! , R 1) where R ! is the restriction of R to Arg( E) l · Thus, arguments t hat use variables which are not in Atoms(E) in conclusions can be
omitted from the reasoning process. Moreover, we show next that their status is
still known.
Proposition 2 Let :F = (Arg(E), R) be an AS. For all a E Arg(E) \ Arg(E) 1,
Status( a, :F) = Status(b, :F) where b E Arg(E)1 and Supp( a)= Supp(b).
In sum, we have shown that one can use the sub-system :F1 = (Arg(E)1, R i ) instead of :F = (Arg(E) , R) without losing any information. However, this system
is still infinite due to redundant arguments.

5

Identifying the core of an AS

In this section we prove that each system (Arg(E), R) has a core. Let A / "'
stand for the set of all equivalence classes of A wrt relation "'·
Definition 11 (Set of representatives). Let X be a set and"' an equivalence
relation on it. We say that Xe~ Xis a set of representatives of X if'VC EX/"',
3!a E CnXc .
Note that for a set A c of representatives of Arg(E)! , it holds that JAcl =
JArg(E)i/ "' J meaning that Ac is finite . Note also that the set Arg(E)1 has
an infinite number of sets of representatives.
Proposition 3 Given :F = (Arg(E), R), if (Ac, Re) is a sub-system of :F where
A c is a set of representatives of Arg(E)! then the argumentation system (Ac, Re)
is finite .
The fact that (Ac , Re ) is a finite sub-system of the original argumentation system
:F = (Arg(E), R) is not sufficient to guarantee that it is a core of :F. In order
to be so, the two systems should be equivalent wrt. either EQl or EQ2. The
following result shows that they are equivalent wrt. EQ2.
Proposition 4 Let :F = (Arg(E), R) be an argumentation system built over E.
If Q = (Ag, Rg) and 'H = (A'H, R'H) are two sub-systems of :F s.t. Ag ~ Art
and Ag is a set of representatives of Arg(E)1 then both properties below hold:
- For all a E Ag, Status(a,:F) = Status(a,Q) = Status(a, 1-l).
- Bases(:F) = Bases(Q) = Bases('H).

Proposition 5 The AS (Ac, Re), where Ac is a set of representatives of Arg(E)1 1
and Re= RIAc is a core of the argumentation system (Arg(E), R).
An AS has an infinite number of cores that return equivalent results.
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Notation: Let £, £' ~ Arg( E). We write £ '.: : '. £' iff for all a E £, there exists
a' E £' s. t. a ,...., a' and vice versa. For two argumentation systems :F and g,
we write Ext(:F) '.: : '. Ext(Q) iff for all£ E Ext(:F), there exists£' E Ext(Q) s.t.
£ '.: : '. £' and vice versa.
Proposition 6 Let g and 7i be two cores of an AS :F. It holds that: Output(Q) '.: : '.
Output (7i) and Ext (9) '.: : '. Ext (7i).
What about the the set of conclusions Output(:F) that may be drawn from the
knowledge base E? The next result shows that it is equal to t he closure under
the classical entailment f- of the set of outputs returned by any core of :F.
Proposition 7 Let :F be an AS built over a knowledge base E and let
of its cores. Output(:F) = {x E .C s.t. Output(Q) f- x} .

g

be one

Note that no core is equivalent to the original AS :F ::::: (Arg(E), 'R) wrt EQl.
This is because the set Output(Q)/= of any core g is finite while Output(:F) /= is
infinite (due to conclusions containing atoms not occurring in E). However , the
previous result shows that it is possible to compute the output of the original
argumentation system from the output of one of its cores.
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Conclusion

This paper has tackled an important problem which is the identification of the
core of an argumentation system. We have shown that under propositional logic,
argumentation systems are infinite and involve infinite sets of arguments. However, those arguments are not all pertinent for computing the outputs of a system. We have shown that there exist key finite subsets each of which is sufficient
to return all the expected results. Note that the set of arguments and attacks
induced by a logical knowledge base is semantical in nature. It is of great practical importance to determine a syntactical counterpart to be effectively used for
computing stable extensions, ...
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Abstract. Fuzzy answer set programming (FASP) has recently been
proposed as a generalization of answer set programming in which propositions are allowed to be graded. Little is known about its computational
complexity. In this paper we present some results and reveal a connection
to an open problem about integer equations, suggesting that characterizing the complexity of FASP may not be straightforward.

1

Introduction

Answer set programming (ASP) is a form of declarative programming. Basically,
a problem is translated to a logic program under the stable model semantics [6],
also called an ASP program. The answer sets (i.e. the stable models) of the
program then correspond to the solutions of the initial problem. A disjunctive
ASP program is a set of rules of the form r : a1 V ... Van +--- b1 /\ . .. /\ bm /\not c1 /\
... /\not Ck, with ai, bj, c1 atoms and "not" the negation-as-failure operator,
denoting that "not a" is true if there is no proof to support a. A disjunctive ASP
program is called positive if there occurs no negation-as-failure in the program.
A normal ASP program is a set of rules with n = 1 and a normal program which
is positive is called a simple ASP program. For a disjunctive ASP program P
and an atom a, deciding whether a occurs in an answer set of P is Ef-complete
[4]. For normal programs this problem is NP-complete and for simple problems
it is P-complete [l].
Although ASP has been successfully applied, e.g. to solve combinatorial optimization problems, it is not directly suitable for modeling problems with continuous domains. Fuzzy answer set programming (FASP) [7], a generalization of
ASP, allows to model continuous systems by using an infinite number of truth
values, which correspond to intensities of properties. To define relationships between the atoms, we will restrict to the connectives of Lukasiewicz logic, one of
the most widely-used fuzzy logics. In this setting, FASP relates to Lukasiewicz
logic as ASP does to classical logic. For Lukasiewicz logic, satisfiability is an
* Funded by a joint Research Foundation-Flanders (FWO) project
•• Postdoctoral fellow of the Research Foundation-Flanders (FWO)
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NP-complete problem [10]. Since this problem has the same complexity for classical logic, one would expect ASP and FASP to have the same complexity as
well. In the case of probabilistic ASP, the complexity of finding some stable
model of a disjunctive program has been shown to be Ef-complete [8]. In [9],
complexity results are shown when restricting to minimum in the body and maximum in the head. In our paper, for disjunctive FASP programs we will show
Ef-completeness by using the complexity of fuzzy equilibrium logic [11], but
for simple and normal programs we can only show coNP- and Ef-membership
respectively. We furthermore show that characterizing the complexity of simple
programs is equivalent to an existing open problem about integer equations [5],
which in turn relates to an open problem about the complexity of optimizing
pseudo-boolean functions [2]. This suggests that the problem of characterizing
the complexity of FASP is not likely to have an easy solution. However, we
introduce several subclasses of simple programs for which P-membership can
be shown. Furthermore, if restricting the syntax of disjunctive FASP to only
Lukasiewicz conjunction and maximum in the body and Lukasiewicz disjunction
and minimum in the head, we will be able to show NP-membership.

2

Background

Formulas in Lukasiewicz logic are built from a set of atoms A, the truth constants in [O, l] n Q and the connectives conjunction ®, disjunction EB, max, min,
implication --+ and negation --i. An interpretation is a mapping l : A --+ [O, l].
We can extend this interpretation to arbitrary formulas as follows.
[c]1 = c, [a® .8]1 = max([a]1 + [.8]1 - 1, 0), [a E9 .8]1 = min([a]1+[.8]1,1)
- [min( a, .8)]1 = min([a]1, [.8]1 ), [max( a, .8)]1 = max([a]1, [.8]1)
- [a--+ .8]1 = min(l - [a]1+[.8]1,1), [--ia]1 = 1 - [a]1
for c E [O, l] and a and ,8 formulas. Let us briefly introduce a fuzzy version of
answer set programming based on [7]. A disjunctive FASP program is a set of
rules of the form r : .8 +--- a, with a and .8 formulas built from atoms in A,
constants in Q n [O, l), expressions of the form "not a" with a E A (with not the
negation-as-failure operator), the connectives ®, ©, min and max, but restricting
to formulas ,8 without "not ". The formula .8 is called the head of r and a is the
body. Although the rules in disjunctive FASP are not restricted to having only
disjunctions in the head, we will use the label "disjunctive" since in all rules there
is in some sense a disjunctive property: an atom in the body does not necessarily
have an equal influence on the truth values of each atom in the head. We denote
the set of atoms occurring in a disjunctive program Pas Bp. An interpretation l
of a disjunctive program Pis a mapping l: Bp--+ (0, l], which can be extended
to arbitrary rules in the same manner as for formulas in Lukasiewicz logic, and
for an atom a we define [not a]1 = 1 - [a]1. For interpretations Ii and 12 we
say that Ii:::; 12 iff fi(a) ~ 12(a) for all a E 8p. An interpretation l is called a
model of P iff [r] 1 = 1 for all r E P. If in each rule the head contains exactly one
atom, the program is called a normal program. A disjunctive program is called
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positive if it contains no expressions of the form "not a". A normal program
which is positive is called a simple program. An interpretation I is called an
answer set of a positive disjunctive program P iff it is a minimal model of P.
For disjunctive programs which are not positive, answer sets are defined using a
generalization of the Gelfond-Lifschitz reduct. Specifically, let P be a disjunctive
program and I an interpretation. The reduct P 1 of the program P is obtained
from P by replacing all expressions "not a" by the interpretation [not a]1. The
reduct is then a positive program. We say that an interpretation I is an answer
set of P iff I is an answer set of P 1 . Note that without loss of generality, we
may assume that in each rule of a disjunctive program, the head and the body
have exactly two arguments. Indeed, a disjunctive program can be rewritten to
a disjunctive program with the same models and with only rules of the form
g(a1, a2) +--- f(l1, l2) with ai and a2 atoms and/or constants, l1 and l2 atoms,
constants and/or of the form "not a" with a an atom and f and g prefix notations
for ©, EB, min or max.

3

Complexity results

In this section, we will consider the following decision problem. Given a disjunctive FASP program P, an atom a and a value Aa E [O, l] n IQ, is there an answer
set I of P such that I(a) ;::: Aa? We will refer to this decision problem as the
existence problem. Our results are listed in Table 1 and discussed below.
Table 1. Complexity of disjunctive (FASP) programs

ASP
FASP: no restrictions
FASP: only © and max in body,
only E9 and min in head
FASP: only EB in body
FASP: cycle free
FASP: polynomially bounded constants

3.1

jsimple (3.1) normal (3.2) disjunctive (3.3)
in P
NP-complete
EJ' -complete
in coNP NP-hard, in Ef Ef -complete
in NP
in NP
in P

I

in P
in P
in P

in NP
in NP
NP-complete

E2
n.a.
E 2-complete

Complexity for simple FASP programs

A rule /3 +--- a in a disjunctive FASP program can be seen as the Lukasiewicz
formula a-+ /3, which means that the existence problem can be reduced to entailment checking in Lukasiewicz logic, extended with truth constants (i.e. Rational
Pavelka logic). Indeed, a simple program P has a unique minimal model I, thus
checking if I(a) ;::: Aa is the same as checking wheter J(a) ;::: Aa for all models
J of P, thus the same as checking whether a +--- Aa can be entailed by P. As
entailment checking in Rational Pavelka logic is known to be coNP-complete, we
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find that the existence problem belongs to coNP. Although for simple programs
there is coNP-membership, the connection to an existing open problem suggests
that P-membership will be difficult to show. More precisely, the unique minimal model of a simple program P can be found by computing the least solution
of a system of equations over the integers with addition, multiplication with
positive constants, maximum and minimum. In [5], an algorithm is presented
for computing least solutions of such systems of integer equations. Although in
practice it turns out that the algorithm is very efficient, it is still an open problem (e.g. [2]) whether it has polynomial time complexity. In general, we can use
the immediate consequence operator [3] to find the unique minimal model of a
simple program. The immediate consequence operator for a simple program P
is a function II p that maps interpretations to interpretations and is defined as
llp(J)(a) = sup{[a]1 \ (a+- a) E P} for an interpretation I and a E l3p. The
minimal model of P equals the least fixpoint of !Ip [3]. Unfortunately, if for
instance the program contains the rule a +- a 9 2~ , with n the total number
of atoms occurring in P and a not appearing in any other rule in P, then 2n
iterations will be needed to conclude that a should have truth value 1. In general, there seems to be a problem if there are "loops" in the program. These
loops are actually the cycles in a directed graph, the so-called depency graph
of the program. For each simple (or normal) program P we define the depency
graph G(P) as follows. The vertices are the atoms in the program and there is a
directed edge from atom a to atom b if a occurs in the body of a rule with head
b.
Polynomially bounded constants or cycle free If the dependency graph of a simple program P has no cycles, !Ip will need only a polynomial number of iterations to find the least fixpoint. If cycles are allowed but we demand that all
constants in the program are polynomially bounded, i.e. they are elements of
T = { 0, Jc, . .. ,
with k polynomial in the size of the problem n, then the
answer set will be found in polytime as well. Indeed, after every application of
!Ip, either the least fixpoint is found and the procedure terminates, or the truth
value of at least one atom is increased to a new value in T; hence there are at
most n · k such iterations.

f}

Only disjunction in the body For simple programs with only disjunctions in the
bodies, the problem of the cycles can be tackled in another way. A directed
graph is called strongly connected if for each two vertices u and v there is a
path from u to v and a path from v to u. The strongly connected components
(sec) of a directed graph are its maximal strongly connected subgraphs and
can be seen as generalizations of cycles. We identify each strongly connected
component with its vertices. Now consider a simple program P and its unique
answer set I. Suppose there is a rule c +- a 9 b such that c and a are elements
in the same strongly connected component S of G(P) and J(b) > 0, then we
can prove that J(s) = 1 for each s E S. This result and the fact that Tarjan's
algorithm (12] can be used to efficiently compute the partition of the vertices in
the strongly connected components of a directed graph induces a modification
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of the immediate consequence operator such that it runs in polytime.
1

JI

a =
P( )( )
J

{

sup{[a]1 I (a

f-

if (a f- b ffi d) E P,
I(b) > 0 (or I(d) > 0) ,
a, d (or a, b) in the same sec
a) E P} otherwise

Only conjunction and maximum in the body For simple rules with only conjunction and/or maximum in the body we do not need the immediate consequence
operator to find the answer set. Rules of the form a f- max(b, c) can be rewritten
as two rules a f- b and a f- c and an interpretation I models w f- u ® v iff it
models the Lukasiewicz formula -.u ffi -.v ffi w. To find the minimal model one
can use linear programming, which is known to be in P. Indeed, the function to
be minimized is the sum of all atoms in the program. For a rule a f- b we add
the constraints b ~ a and 0 ~ a, b ~ 1 and for w f- u ® v we add the constraints
u' + v' + w ~ 1, u' = 1 - u, v' = 1 - v and 0 ~ u , u', v, v', w ~ 1.

3.2

Complexity for normal FASP programs

From the analysis of the geometrical structure underlying fuzzy equilibrium models [11], it follows that a program P has an answer set I such that I(a) ~ Aa iff
there is such an answer set that can be encoded using a polynomial number of
bits. This means that if the existence problem is in P for a subclass of simple
programs, then the existence problem for the corresponding subclass of normal
programs is in NP. For normal programs in classical ASP, the existence problem
is NP-complete [l] . By reduction, we can show NP-hardness for normal FASP
programs. More precisely, classical connectives are replaced by the corresponding connectives in Lukasiewicz logic and for each atom a, the rule a f- a ffi a is
added to the FASP program, which ensures that the truth value of every atom is
in {O, 1}. Note that we can also reduce normal ASP to normal FASP restricted
to polynomially bounded constants. Remark that disjunctions in the body are
needed to show NP-hardness.
3.3

Complexity for disjunctive FASP programs

From the complexity of fuzzy equilibrium logic [11], it follows that the existence
problem for disjunctive programs is in Ef. Disjunctive ASP, which is Ef-hard
[4], can be reduced to disjunctive FASP, in the same manner as for normal
programs. This can also be done if the program is restricted to polynomially
bounded constants. For programs with only ® and max in the body and ffi and
min in t he head we can prove NP-membership. Recall that an answer set I can
be guessed in polynomial time. It has to be checked whether I is a model of
P 1 . The latter can be done by a linear program M, similar as in Section 3.1.
Finally, to prove that it is a minimal model, a linear program Ma has to be
solved for each atom a in P 1 . This program has the same constraints as M and
the constraints a < I (a) and b ~ I(b) for all atoms b # a. If Ma has a solution,
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I is not an answer set of P. Note that the strict inequality can be handled by
assuming a weak inequality a :S I(a), finding the solution which minimizes a
and verifying whether in that solution the value of a is different from I(a) .

4

Conclusions

We presented some results about the computational complexity of FASP with
Lukasiewicz semantics. For disjunctive FASP, this is the same as for disjunctive
ASP. However, NP-membership was shown when restricting to disjunction and
minimum in the head and conjunction and maximum in the body. For simple
programs we showed a correspondence to an open problem which indicates that
setting the complexity may not be easy. However, we showed membership in P
for several interesting subclasses.
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Merging argumentation systems
with weighted argumentation systems:
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Abstract. In this paper, we address the problem of merging argumen·
tation systems in a multi-agent setting. Previous work [6] has proposed
a two-step merging process in which conflicts about an interaction result
in a new kind of interaction, called ignorance. However, this merging
process is computationally expensive, and does not provide a single resulting argumentation system. We propose a novel approach to overcome
these limitations by using a weighted argumentation system.

1

Introduction

Argumentation has become an influential approach in Artificial Intelligence to
model cognitive tasks such as inconsistency handling and defeasible reasoning
(e.g. [13, 18, 1, 19]), decision making (e.g. [9, 10, 12, 11]), or negotiation between
agents (e.g. [17, 3, 2]). Argumentation is based on the evaluation of conflicting
arguments. Most of the argumentation-based proposals are based on the abstract system proposed by Dung [7] (a set of arguments and a binary relation
capturing the conflicts between arguments). Among them we are interested in a
framework proposed for the merging of argumentation systems. Indeed in [6], a
multi-agent setting has been considered in order to define argumentation systems
for a group of agents from their individual argumentation systems. This amounts
to make precise the set of arguments and the attack relation for the group. [6]
has proposed a two-step merging process which first expands each agent's argumentation system for taking into account all the arguments (1), then computes a
set of argumentation systems which are as close as possible to these expansions
(2). For the first step, [6] has introduced a new kind of interaction between arguments, the ignorance relation, reflecting that an agent cannot conclude from the
other agents that there is or not an attack between two arguments. However, [6]'s
approach suffers from two important drawbacks: computing the output of the
merging process is expensive and in the general case the merging process does
not provide a single argumentation system, which complicates the definition of
acceptability of (sets of) arguments for the group.
We propose a novel approach to the merging of argumentation systems which
overcomes these limitations. Our idea is to refine the notion of ignorance and
to replace it by a weighted attack. Recent works have proposed extensions of
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Dung's argumentation system capable of handling varied-strength attacks ( [14,
8. 4]) . The idea is that attacks may have different strength and can be compared
according to their relative strength. Our purpose is to take advantage of these
works, in order to define a merging process such that the resulting system is a
unique weighted argumentation system, easy to compute and to use.
In Section 2, we give the relevant background. Then, in Section 3, we propose
a new approach for merging argumentation system into a weighted argumentation system (details and proofs are given in [5]). Section 4 concludes the paper.

2

Background

We first focus on Dung's theory of argumentation [7] in which only one interaction between arguments is taken into account.

Def 1 An abstract argumentation system AS = (A, R) over A is given by a
finite set A of arguments and a binary relation Ron A called an attack relation .
Consider ai and aj E A. aiRaj means that ai attacks aj
(A, R) defines a directed graph whose nodes are arguments and edges correspond to the attack relation. Whether a set of arguments can be accepted
depends on the way arguments interact within the set but also w.r.t. the other
arguments of A. Collective ace ptability is based on two key notions, conflictfreeness and collective defence, and leads to several semantics in [7].

Def 2 Let (A, R) be an argumentation system. Let E ~ A. Let a E A.
Eis conflict-free iff (if and only if) ~a, b EE such that aRb. E (collectively)
defends a iff Vb E A, if bRa, 3c E E such that cRb. E is admissible iff E is
conflict-free and Va EE, E collectively defends a. E is a preferred extension iff
E is maximal for set inclusion among the admissible sets.
Then we consider a multi-agent setting where each agent has its own argumentation system. We cannot assume that one agent knows all the arguments
which are known by the other agents. Moreover, the agents may disagree on the
interactions between arguments. This problem already occurs in argumentationbased dialogue. The issue addressed in [6] concerns the combination of the different argumentation systems in order to achieve a collective decision about
which arguments should be accepted. Given P = (AS 1 , ... , ASn) a profile of n
argumentation systems, two steps are needed:

- expansion: Each ASi = (Ai, R;) is expanded over P into PASi (partial
argumentation system) for taking into account the knowledge coming from
the other agents. PASi is built over A = U;A; and contains two kinds of
interaction: attack and ignorance.
- fusion: The ASj over A that are selected as the result of the merging
process are the ones that best represent P' = (PAS 1 ... , PASn ) (i. e. that
are the "closest" to P' w.r.t. a given distance).
This proposal can be illustrated by the following example:

Ex 1 Consider the profile P

= (AS 1 , AS2 , AS3, AS4):
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For each i, the expansion PASi of ASi over P is given by:

PAS1

PAS2

PAS3

PAS4

~~:?V~
The ignorance relation is represented by dotted arrows.

Then, using a usual distance {the
edit distance) and the sum aggregation f1tnction, the merging pro- a
cess proposed in f6} produces the
two following ASs:
Nevertheless, this proposal is computationally expensive and may produce
several argumentation systems. Moreover, it does not enable to take into account
the number of agents who agree with an attack when computing the expansion.
Our proposal enables to graduate the interaction between two arguments by
means of a weighted attack relation.
[8] has proposed weighted argument systems, in which attacks are associated
with a numeric weight, indicating how reluctant one would be to disregard the
attack. Here, we are interested in varied-strength attacks considering that the
relative strength of the attacks enables to disregard some of the defences as
in [14, 16, 15, 4].
Def 3 ((8] Weighted argumentation system) A weighted argumentation
system over A is a triple (A, R, w), denoted by WAS, where A is a finite set of
arguments, R is an attack relation on A and w is a function R 4 JR assigning
real valued weights to attacks.
A weighted argumentation system can be considered as a particular case
of the argumentation system with varied-strength attacks of [15, 4], using the
natural ordering ?: on JR. Then, considering that greater is the weight w(a, b),
stronger is the attack from a to b, the notions of vs-defence and vs-admissibility
proposed in [4] become:
Def 4 Let WAS= (A,R,w). Let a, b, c EA such that cRb and bRa. c vsdefends a against b {or c is a vs-defender of a against b) iff w(c, b) ?: w(b, a)
(i.e. the attack from b to a is not strictly stronger than the one from c to b).
Let E ~ A. E is conflict-free in WAS iff ~a, b E E such that bRa. E vsdcfends a iff l::/b E A, if bRa then ::Jc E E such that c vs-defends a against b. E
is vs-admissible iff E is conflict-free and \:/a E E, E vs-defends a.
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3

Merging of argumentation systems into a WAS

We propose to merge a profile P = (AS1, . .. , ASn) (with ASi = (Ai, R,)) into
a WAS such that the weight on an attack in the WAS represents the strength
of the opinions of the group of agents concerning this attack. We use a global
strategy considering each agent as a voting person and adding the votes for and
against each interaction.
Def 5 (Merging of n ASs) The merging of P is the WAS defined by WAS=
(A,R,w) with: A= LJ~= 1 Ai, R = LJ:'.,. 1 Ri and w: R -+]0,+1] defined by
V( a, b) E R , w (a, b) = L'i-niw
, (a,b)
(a ,b)
wi't/ i

- wi(a, b) = 1 if (a, b) ER; , w;(a, b) = 0 if (a, b) ¢. R;
- and n(a, b) is the number of AS; such that a E A i and b E A ; .
Note that the merging of a profile of ASs results in a unique WAS. And
this process can be done in linear time which is not the case of the merging
process proposed in [6]. As for Dung's system, a WAS can be represented by a
directed graph (nodes are arguments and weighted edges represent attacks). A
missing edge has two possible interpretations: either all the agents who know
both arguments agree on the non-attack, or none agent knows both arguments.
Ex 1 (cont'd) Merging the profile of ASs given in Ex. 1 produces the following
WAS:
Using the notion of vs-defence, it follows that
a does not vs-defend c. This conclusion is
not really surprising because among the three a
agents who know a and b only two agree on the
attack from a to b. Then, we obtain two maximal (for <;. ) vs-admissible sets {a} and {b} .
Note that, in the case when there is no conflict between the agents, the WAS
corresponding to the merging of the ASs is an AS (all the weights are equal to
1). A similar result has been given in [6].
Some interesting properties enable to compare the pieces of information contained in WAS and in the initial AS;. Firstly, the arguments that are unattacked
in each A; remain unattacked in the resulting WAS. Secondly, the resulting
WAS reflects the unanimity between the agents about attacks: if all the agents
agree about an attack , this attack is in WAS with a weight equal to 1 (a simular
result exists for the non-attacks). Consequently, situations when agents disagree
can also be characterized, by the existence in WAS of an attack whose weight
is not equal to 1. Moreover, the pieces of information contained in WAS can be
also compared with the result of the merging process as defined in [6]: an attack
weighted by 1 in WAS corresponds to an attack in each PAS; and each resulting
AS~ (the converses do not hold). A similar result exists for the non-attacks.
The behaviour in case of unanimity shows that the merging preserves the
information on which the agents do not disagree. This result is not surprising
since the characteristic feature of our approach is that the merging occurs at
the interaction level. However, we have no such result at the output of the
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argumentation systems; it may happen that an arg111nent a is accepted 1 by all
the agents who know it but a is not accepted in the \VAS:

Ex 2 Consider three agents v.rith their respective ASs:

The set {a, s 1, s2} is admissible
in each A Si. The merging gives
the following WAS:

a

After the merying, no vs-defence exists for a against Yi. So a cannot belong
to a vs-admissible set. This result is not surprising: the attack from y 1 to a is
known in AS1 and AS2 in which s 1 and s2 are also known; but AS1 and AS2
do not agree on the attack from s1 to Y1 and on the attack from s2 to Y1. So the
group cannot consider that s1 or s2 are good vs-defenders for a against y 1 .
Note that this behaviour also appears with the merging process proposed in {6}.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new method for merging different argumentation systems in a multi-agent setting. This approach is particularly interesting
from a computational point of view because it is a linear process. It is easy to
apply and exactly reflects the impact of each agent on the group. It also corrects
some disadvantages of the method proposed in [6] (this is , to our knowledge, the
only existing method for merging argumentation systems) since it provides only
a single output weighted argumentation system.
There are several directions for future works. The first one will be to consider
a reliability level for each agent and to take it into account for computing the
weights of the interactions for the group. Another extension of this work will
address the merging of bipolar argumentation systems, which are systems capable of handling two kinds of interaction, support and attack. For that purpose,
a natural idea is to extend the weighted argumentation systems so as to handle positive and negative weights. A positive (resp. negative) weight will apply
to a support (resp. an attack). That will lead to the study of bipolar weighted
argumentation systems.
1

For instance because it belongs to all preferred extensions.
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Abstract. Depending on the representation setting, different combination rules
have been proposed for fusing information from distinct sources. Moreover in
each setting, different sets of axioms that combination rules should satisfy have
been advocated, thus justifying the existence of alternative rules (usually motivated by situations where the behavior of other rules was found unsatisfactory).
These sets of axioms are usually purely considered in their own settings, without
in-depth analysis of common properties essential for all the settings. This paper
introduces core properties that, once properly instantiated, are meaningful in different representation settings ranging from logic to imprecise probabilities. This
unified discussion of combination rules across different settings is expected to
provide some fresh look on some old but basic issues in information fusion.

1 Introduction
In information fusion, each piece of information is assumed to come from some measurement or estimation and the fusion is a process to find the truth about a situation
being observed. This contrasts with preference aggregation where preferences merely
reflect what some agent would like the result to be, and preference aggregation is more
about compromises than finding what the true state of a situation is. The pieces of information to be fused may be inconsistent, and are often pervaded with uncertainty.
This state of fact has led to consider the information fusion problem in different
representation settings, ranging from the merging of logical knowledge/belief bases
supposed to encode the states of mind of agents about the perception of a situation [3],
with little capability of handling uncertainty (even with stratified or prioritized merging, possibilistic logic [2] being an exception here), to numerical-based frameworks,
such as, probability theory evidence theory possibility theory , or imprecise probability
theory In that respect, it is important to keep in mind that formally speaking evidence
theory encompasses both probability theory and possibility theory as particular cases,
binary-valued possibility theory being itself nothing but a classical set representation
for imprecise pieces of information, while possibility theory and evidence theory can
be seen as particular imprecise probability systems [7] .
It is striking to observe that the information fusion problem until now has been discussed independently in each setting. Moreover in each setting, various combination
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rules have been advocated on the basis of postulates and of apparent unsatisfactory behaviors of other rules. Thus, we are faced with many combination rules (their number is
still increasing!), which raises the natural question of their justification. More precisely,
what criteria should be used to justify which rule is better, and if so, in what respect,
and why? Thus it is time now to have a more unified view of the problem.
In this paper, we aim to propose common properties that should govern information
fusion in any setting. Various postulates for different kinds of fusion or merging in
the literature are reinterpreted with these properties and their compatibility discussed.
These properties are stated at the semantic level, rather than at the syntactic one, since
several settings do not have a well-established logical counterpart.

2 Core Properties
In order to define a set of required properties that make sense in different settings
ranging from logic to imprecise probability, we use the following assumptions. Let
il = { w 1 , .. ., w1n1} be a finite, non-empty set of possible worlds (e.g. the range of
some unknown quantity), one of which is the true one. There are n experts/sources
and the i th expert/source is denoted i. Let 1i be the information provided by i, e.g.,
Ti may be a basic belief assignment, a possibility distribution, or a knowledge base.
T = g(T1, ... , Tn) denotes the fusion result using aggregation operator g over a set of
information items Ti . We use the following conventions:
- The subset S(T) ~ il, called the support ofT, contains the set of values considered
possible by information T. It means that Wi '/ S(T) <==? Wi is impossible. If
S(T) = 0 then information Tis inconsistent. Note that S(T) -:f. 0 is a very weak
form of consistency.
- Information ordering: If T is consistent, T ~ T' expresses that T provides at least
as much information as T'. In particular, T ~ T' should imply S(T) ~ S(T') .
- Plausibility ordering: If consistent, information T induces a partial preorder tr
expressing relative plausibility: w tr w' means that w is at least as plausible as (or
dominates) w' according to T. We write w ""T w' if w t:r w' and w' t r w. Of
course, if w E S(T), w' 'I S(T), then w 'i-r w' (w is strictly more plausible than w').
- The vacuous information, expressing total ignorance is denoted by T T . Then the
plausibility ordering is flat: S(TT ) = il and w "'T T w' 'v'w, w' E il .
- Complete knowledge expressing that the actual world is known to be w is denoted
by T "' : then S (Tw ) = {w}.

Property 1: Unanimity. When all sources possess the same information, then the
latter should be the result:
(a) Total Ignorance. If no source knows anything, then nothing can be obtained
after fusion: if'v'i, Ti = T , g(T1, .. ., Tn) = T T.
(b) Complete Knowledge. if all the sources are sure about the same possible world
w, it should be the result: g(T'(, .. ., T~) = Tw.
(c) Possibility preservation. If for all sources w is possible, then so should the fusion
result: if 'v'i, w E S(Ti) then w E S(g(T1, .. ., Tn) ).
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(d) Impossibility preservation. If all sources believe that a possible world w is impossible, then this w cannot become (even slightly) possible after fusion. This can
be expressed as S (g(T 1, ... Tn)) ~ S(T1) U ... U S(Tn), with S(T;) support of T;.
(e) Local ordinal unanimity. For two possible worlds wand w', if all sources agree
that w is at least as plausible as w', then w should be at least as plausible as w'
after fusion. e.g., w dominates w'. This is interpreted as : if Vi, w tr. w', then
W

!:=g(r 1 ,. •• ,r,.)

W

1
•

(j) Global ordinal unanimity. A stronger version of this property is that if the or-

dering patterns on the set of possible worlds from all the sources are the same, then
this pattern should hold in the fusion result: if Vi, t r, = t r, then t g(r1 , ••• ,rni = t r.
Property 2: Informational Monotony. If a set of agents provides less information
than another set of non-disagreeing agents, then fusing the former inputs should
not produce a more informative result than fusing the latter. Various requirements
can be made:
(a) Weak Informational Monotony. if Vi, T; !;;; Tf, then g(T1, ... Tn) !;;;; g(T{, ... T~) ,
provided that all the inputs are globally consistent with one another.
(b) Strict Informational Monotony. Under the same consistency requirements, if
one source strictly decreases informativeness about some particular possible worlds
then the result is less informative: if 3i, T; C Tf and Vj -j. i, Tj !;;;; Tj, then
g(T1, ... Tn) C g(T{, ... T~ ).
(c) Non-Sensitivity. Under the same consistency requirements, if one input increases
(resp. decreases) its informativeness slightly then the new fusion result should just
be slightly more (resp. less) informative than the previous result. One could request
a property of the following form. Given an informational distanced between pieces
of information, 3k > 0, Vi, ifT; !;;; Tf, then d(g(T1, .. ,T;, .. ,Tn),g(T1, .. ,Tf ,.. ,Tn))S.
k·d(T;,Tf).
Property 3: Universality. It has 2 complementary aspects:
(a) Unrestricted domain: Given a set of individually consistent inputs T;, it is always possible to build a combined result T from them. That is, given T 1 , .•. Tn,
there always exists a T, such that T = g(T 1, ... , Tn ) (one may insist if needed
that T be consistent). It implies that the fusion result is of the same nature as the
operands.
(b) Attainability. Any consistent item Tis the fusion result of a set of individual
inputs. That is, given T, there exist T 1 , ... , Tn, such that T = g(T1, ... , Tn)·
Property 4: Consistency Enforcement. This property requires that fusing individually consistent inputs should give a consistent result. At least one should have
S(g(T1, ... Tn)) -j. 0, as long as S(T;) -j. 0, Vi = l ,... ,n. However, this property
may fail to hold for stronger forms of consistency.
Property 5: Optimism. g(T1, ... , Tn) should be as informative as possible, or in
other words as specific as possible: if all the inputs are globally consistent with
one another, then g(T1, ... , Tn)) !:;;; T;, Vi = l, ... ,n, or at least S(g(T1, ... ,Tn)) ~
S(T;), Vi = l, ... ,n.
Property 6: Fairness. When inputs are globally inconsistent (in particular if n;S(T;) =
0), the fusion result should not totally imply any single input which is inconsistent
with some of the sources: one should not have g(T1, ... , Tn) !:;;; T; for any T;
such that 3j S(Ti) n S(T;) = 0, but the result should not ignore any imput, i.e.,
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Vi = l,. . .,n S(g(T1 , .. . ,Tn )) n S(T;) f 0. That is, there is a kind of compromise
after fusion, since the result keeps something from each input.
Property 7: Insensitivity to Vacuous Information. Sources that provide vacuous
information should not affect the fusion result:
g(Ti 1 , • •• T;,.) = g(T;,, ... Ti,, _,) if T;n = T T for some permutation of indices.
Property 8: Commutativity. Inputs from multiple sources are treated on a par, and
the combination should be symmetric (up to their relative reliability).
Some comments are in order. The general core properties proposed here have counterparts in properties considered in different particular settings ; see especially [6] and also
[4]. Let us further discuss each of them.
The strongest form of Unanimity (Prop.I) is idempotence: if Vi, I'; = T, g(T1 , • . • , Tn )
T. However, adopting it in all situations forbids reinforcement effects to take place
when sources are independent. Our unanimity properties leave room to reinforcement
effects, while minimally respecting the agreement between sources. Prop. (If) is clearly
more restrictive than (le), but (le) may hold for specific w, and w' without (If) being
true. However, requiring that (le) holds for all pairs (w,w') implies (If). Prop. (le) is
a special case of the so-called "arbitration" property used in knowledge base merging
[3]: if w t: r, Wi, w t: r, Wj, wi~g(Ti, . .,Tn)Wj, then w t: g(Ti, . .,Tn)Wi.
Informational Monotony (Prop.2) should be restricted to when information items
supplied by sources do not contradict each other. Indeed, if conflicting, it is always
possible to make these information items less infonnative in such a way that they become consistent. In that case the result of the fusion may become very precise by virtue
of Optimism Prop.5, and in particular, more infonnative than the union of the supports of original precise conflicting items of infonnation. Prop.2a is too demanding in
purely Boolean representation settings: even set-intersection and set-union violate it.
Non-Sensitivity is a fonn of robustness: if the infonnation improvement given by one
agent is negligible, then so should the change in the result be too. Non-Sensitivity is
stronger than the mere continuity of the aggregation operation.
Universality (Prop.3) is used in social choice. It looks rather innocuous and may apply to any aggregation problem. However, Prop. 3a introduces a constraint on the possible fusion rules that may be damaging in some situations: it is a closure requirement
that implicitly demands that the resulting item of information be of the same nature as
the input items: for instance merging possibility distributions should yield a possibility
distribution (not a more general object like a basic belief assignment) . So this property
may be relaxed to account for the possibility of increasing the level of generality of the
obtained result, especially if inputs are conflicting.
Consistency enforcement (Prop.4) is instrumental if the result of the merging is to
be useful in practice: one must extract something non-trivial, even if tentative, from
available infonnation. Still, when the representation setting is refined enough, there
are gradations in consistency requirements, and Prop. 4 can be interpreted in a flexible
way. For example, the re-normalisation of belief functions or possibility distributions
obtained by merging is not always compulsory, even if sub-nonnalisation expresses a
form of inconsistency.
Optimism (Prop.5) underlies the idea of making the best of the available information . If items of information are globally consistent, there is no reason to question the

=
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reliability of the sources. In case of strong inconsistency, this assumption is not sustainable. Note that in the latter case (in particular if niS(Ti) = 0), and under the Impossibility Preservation property (Id), the support of the result should be at worst the union
of the supports of inputs, i.e., S(g (T 1 , ... T 11 )) ~ S(T 1 )U ... US(Tn) , now assuming that
at least one source is reliable (still a form of optimism). The latter requirement sounds
natural for two sources only, but may be found overcautious for many sources.
Fairness (Prop.6) ensures that all input items participate to the result. At the same
time, it favors no source by preventing any input information item from being the output
result. Note that different versions of the idea of fairness can be found in the literature. In
particular in [4], the proposed counterpart of the condition S(g(T1 , .. .,Tn)) n S(Ti ) # 0
either holds for each i, or for none. The possibility that it holds for none seems highly
debatable from a knowledge fusion point of view, while it may be acceptable when
fusing preferences, which is a matter of compromise.
Insensitivity to vacuous information (Prop.7) looks obvious, not to say redundant,
but dispensing with it may lead to uninformative results, and especially the presence
of a vacuous information would make the impossibility preservation axiom (Id) useless. Prop. 7 implicitly admits that a non informative source is assimilated to one that
does not express any opinion, and is typical of information fusion. It excludes fusion
rules like averaging, since it is sensitive to vacuous information (represented, e.g., by a
uniform distribution).
Commutativity (Prop.8) is characteristic of fusion processes as opposed to revision
where prior knowledge may be altered by input information. In contrast, information
fusion deals with inputs received in parallel. So, Prop.8 makes sense, if no information
is available on the reliability of sources.
Some other properties may be required in aggregation processes, such as associativity, useful for making computation easy, but lacking associativity is not a fatal flaw
in itself (e.g., the MCS rule below), if the rule can be extended to n sources.

3 Set-theoretic view
Let us assume that the information items Ti are classical subsets. Then S(Ti) = Ti .
the relation !:;;; is set inclusion, and w >-r w' if w E T and w' rt T, while w ""T w' if
w,w' E Torw,w' rt T.
If the inputs are globally consistent, i.e., if ni= l ,n T i # 0, one should have the inclusion g(T1 , .. ., Tn) ~ niTi by Prop. 5 (Optimism). By Possibility preservation (le), if
w E n;T;, w E g(T1 , .. ., Tn)· Thus, g(T 1 , ... , Tn ) = n;T; in case of global consistency.
Let us now consider the case of inconsistent pieces of information Ti and Ti such
that T; n Ti = 0. By Prop. 6 (Fairness), one should have g(T;, Ti) n Ti # 0 and
g(Ti, Tj) n Ti # 0. Moreover by Impossibility preservation (Id), one should have
g(Ti , TJ) ~Ti UTJ. This leads to gm, TJ) = Ai U AJ with 0 #Ax ~ Tx for x = i,j .
Refusing arbitrariness leads us to take Ax = Tx for x = i, j. This clearly extends to the
case of more than two pairwise inconsistent information pieces.
Let I C {1,..,n} be a maximal consistent subset (MCS) of sources, i.e., T 1 =
11
n iTi EI # 0 and T 1 n Ujr;_JTj = 0. Let T 1 and T be the results of the conjunctive
11
combination of the information items given by 2 MCSs I and I', then T 1 n T = 0.
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Applying the above rule for the inconsistent case leads to the general combination rule

u

I E MCS({l, .. . ,n}) i E J

where MCS( { 1, ... , n}) is the set of maximal consistent subsets of sources. It was first
proposed by [5]. It satisfies all above properties (except Informational monotony in its
strict version). The MCS retains the maximally specific information that is entailed by
all sources. Ir corresponds to the idea of "correct answers" in a database setting [I].
This rule exhibits an apparent discontinuity when moving from a consistent situation to
an inconsistent one, since shrinking two subsets that overlaps may lead from situations
with more and more precise fusion results to a situation with an imprecise result.

4

Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have provided a general framework for analyzing fusion operators
proposed in different settings, in a unified way. It is potentially applicable to different
representation settings beyond classical sets: possibility theory, and evidence theory in
particular, as well as to other settings, whether numerical (such as imprecise probabilities) or ordinal. The core properties that we have considered may be divided into three
categories: the basic ones, usually completely intuitive, which should be satisfied by
any reasonable fusion rule (e.g., commutativity), the desirable properties, also intuitive,
for which a fusion rule will be criticized if it does not satisfy them (e.g. Dempster's
rule that is oversensitive to small changes of input values), and the properties useful in
some situations but not possessed by many rules (e.g., idempotency). Moreover, when
the representation setting becomes richer, more options are available for expressing the
properties with various strengths. It is also worth noticing that some rules satisfy the
majority property [3] to some extent, due to reinforcement, even if a strong version of
this rule may be questionable for equally reliable sources. Adapting the core properties
to prioritized merging is another line for further work.
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Abstract. In parametric met hods, building a probability distribution
from data requires an a priori knowledge about the shape of the distribution. Once the shape is known, we can estimate the optimal parameters
value from the data set. However, there is always a gap between the estimated parameters from the sample sets and true parameters, and this
gap depends on the number of observations. Even if an exact estimation of parameters values might not be performed, confidence intervals
for these parameters can be built. One interpretation of the quantitative
possibility theory is in terms of families of probabilities that are upper
and lower bounded by the associated possibility and necessity measure.
In this paper, we assume that the data follow a Gaussian distribution, or
a mixture of Gaussian distributions. We propose to use confidence interval parameters (computed from a sample set of data) in order to build a
possibility distribution that upper approximate the family of probability
distributions whose parameters are in the confidence intervals. Starting
from the case of a single Gaussian distribution, we extend our approach
to the case of Gaussian mixture models.

1

Introduction

In 1978, Zadeh introduced the possibility theory [5) as an extension of his theory
of fuzzy sets. Possibility theory offers an alternative to the probability theory
when dealing with partial knowledge or epistemic uncertainty. A possibility distribution contains all the probability distributions that are respectively upper
and lower bounded by the possibility and the necessity measure. In this scope, a
probability-possibility distribution has been proposed [3]. Our method is based
on the probability-possibility transformation [3) We assume that we have an
a priori knowledge about the shape of the distribution, hence we have to estimate the unknown parameters of the distribution with respect to the data.
Considering the amount of available data , it may be illusionary to expect to
have an exact (or even a good) estimation of these parameters. In the case of
Gaussian distributions, statistical approaches can be employed in order to build
confidence intervals. Under some assumptions, the same kind of intervals can be
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computed for Gaussian mixture. The uncertainty associated with the parameters
value cannot be encoded by the estimated probability distribution. However, in
some critical domain, such as risk management, taking into account this kind of
uncertainty can be a crucial issue. The idea of the paper is to handle this type
of uncertainty by building possibility distributions that bound the set of probability distributions, which have parameters in the confidence intervals. Thus,
the possibility distribution built represents the family of acceptable probability
distributions given a set of data and knowing the shape of the distribution. This
paper is structured as follows: we begin with a background on the possibility
theory and more specifically on the probabilistic interpretation of the possibility theory and the probability-possibility transformation. Then we see how to
build the mean and variance confidence intervals for a Gaussian distribution
with respect to a set of data. In the third section, we propose a method for
constructing the maximal specific possibility distributions that bounds all the
Gaussian distributions which have their parameters in their corresponding confidence intervals. Finally, we extend these results to Gaussian mixture models
under some assumption and simplifications.

2

Background

A possibility distribution n is a function from fl to (R --+ [O, 1]). It has been
proved in [2] that a possibility distribution n represents the family of the probability distributions e for which the measure of each subset of n will be bounded
its possibility measures. In the following, we will note p the density function of
a probability distribution (sometimes referred directly as probability distribution) and Pits cumulative distribution function. Given a probability distribution
p, a confidence interval J0 is a subset of fl such as P(J0 ) = a. A possibility measure ll is equivalent to the family 8 of probability measures such that
8 = {Pl'v'A ~ fl, P(A) ~ ll(A)}. We define 1;, also referred as quantile, as the
smallest confidence interval with probability measure equal to a (this interval
is unique only if p have finite number of modes). In many cases it is desirable
to move from the probability framework to the possibility framework. Dubois et
al. [3] suggest that when moving from the possibility to probability framework we
should use the "maximum specificity" principle which aims at finding the most
informative possibility distribution. Formally the maximum specificity principle
is defined as follow. This kind of transformation (probability to possibility) may
be desirable when we are in presence of weak source of knowledge or when it
is computationally harder to work with the probability measure than with the
possibility measure. The "most specific" possibility distribution function for a
finite mode probability distribution function has the following formula [3] :

7rt(x) = sup{l -

P(I~),x E J~}

where 7rt is the "most specific" possibility distribution,
interval.
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(1)

1;

is the a confidence

In the following, we will note g(µ, a 2 ) for a Gaussian distribution of mean
µ and variance a 2 , g(x, µ , a 2 ) for its density function and G (x, µ , a 2 ) for its
cumulative distribution function. Having a set of n pieces of data, th confidence
interval of probability 0.95 of the mean µ, evaluated from t he data, is obtained
as follows :
a
a
(2)
µ - 1.96 * Vn < µ < µ + 1.96 * v1n ·

The confidence interval of probability f3 = 1 - a of the variance a 2 , evaluated
from the data, is obtained as follows :

n- 1

~--- 0"2

x21 -~, n - l

where x~
2

,n

_1

<

0"2

< n- 1

x24,n - l 0"2

(3)

is the density of Chi-squared distribution with n - 1 degrees of

freedom evaluated for x = ~ - In what follows, we will denote respectively confidence interval of the mean and the variance by [µmin, µmax] and [a;,in' a;,ax],
given a confidence level.

3

Possibility distribution for a family of Gaussian
distribution

When data follows a normal distribution with unknown mean µ and standard
deviation a, a direct estimation of these parameters may be risky if only a low
amount of data are available. In the previous section, we have described the confidence intervals for means and variance given a set of data (for simplification,
we always take a = 0.95 for the intervals in the following). If the estimation of
these parameters is a critical issue of a decision process, it may be interesting to
take into account the normal distributions that may have generated the data. In
this scope, we propose to construct the most specific possibility distribution that
contains the family 8 = {g(µ, a 2 )\µ E [µm in, µmax), a 2 E [a;,in' a;,ax]} of Gaussian distributions which have mean and variance parameters in the confidence
intervals. We name <P the set of possibility distributions obtained by transforming each distribution in 8. So <P = {'1r\7r = Tr(p),p E 8} where Tr(g) is the
probability-possibility transformation of a g.
Proposition 1 Given 8 = {g(µ, a 2 ) \µ E [µmin, µmaxJ, a 2 E [a;,in, a~ax]} the
family of Gaussian distributions which have mean and variance parameters in
the confidence intervals, the possibility distribution defined by

7re(x) = Sup{7r(x) ,7r E 4>}
encodes all the probability family

e. 7re
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has the following definition :

Where [µm.in, µ,,,a_,, ] is the m an confidence interval [a~nin> a;,a:vl is the variance
confidence interval.

Proposition 2 : The possibility distribution 7re is the most specific possibility
distribution which encodes all the Gaussian distributions of the family e.
In this section, we have described the construction of 7re and we have proved that
7re is the most specific distribution that encodes all the Gaussian distributions
that have parameters inside the confidence intervals.

4

Possibility distribution for a family of Gaussian
mixture model

In this section, we propose to build a possibility distribution that encodes a
family of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). As for the simple Gaussian case, the
idea is to compute the confidence interval of the parameters of an estimated from
a data set. Since the possibility distribution that bounds all of these GMMs may
be difficult to compute and not handy to use, we compute directly a trapezoid
possibility distribution that describes faithfully this family. A Gaussian mixture
model is a weighted sum of J( different Gaussian distribution as described by
the equation below:
k

p(x)

= LWi*g(x, µi,af)

(4)

i=l
where Wi is the weight of the ith Gaussian density, µi its mean and ar its
variance. The mixture weights has to satisfy the following constraint: L::~= l Wi =
1. There are several techniques available for estimating the GMM parameters
from data, Maximum Likelihood Estimation being the most popular one [4]. In
the following, we assume that our sample set comes from an unknown GMM
density function with a known number of components. We follow the same idea
than in Section 3. We note I' the family of GMM distributions which have
parameters inside the confidence intervals. The computation of the trapezoid
distribution for family of GMM is done by following these steps :
1. Computing the confidence intervals of the parameters and identifying the

family of GMMs I'.+
2. Computing the maximal possibility degree for the modes of the components.
3. Identifying the 0.05-cut of the possibility distribution which encodes the
whole GMMs family.
4. Building the trapezoid distribution.

Confidence intervals of the parameters of a G MM. We only consider the
confidence intervals for the parameters of the Gaussian component densities, and
we let the weights Wi constant. As pointed out previously, the rationale behind
the definition of GMMs is that our observations comes from a set of independent
Gaussian distributions. In this scope, we assume that the parameters µi and af
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of each Gaussian are estimated with respect to ni = Wi *n piece of data (where n
is the size of the dataset used for building the GMM), i.e. the ratio of data equals
to the weights associated to the distribution. Once we have ni, the confidence
interval of the parameters µi and a[ are computed as previously.
Identification of the modes. The modes of a GMM are the local maximum
of the density function. However, it has been shown that the identification of
the modes of a GMM is a hard problem [l]. In order to simplify the calculus, we
will compute the maximum possibility degree for the means (i.e. the modes) of
the Gaussian components. Then, we compute intervals by taking into account
the mean confidence intervals. These intervals will be used in order to build the
trapezoid distribution.
Identification of the 0.05-cuts. As for the family of Gaussian distributions,
we want that the 0.05-cuts of the trapezoid trapr contains all the 953 quantiles
of the GMMs in I'. We obtain the values of these intervals by considering the
two extreme largest GMM densities in I' which is the followings :
k

V, i 9extrem(X) =

I: Wi * g(x, µimin, a]max)(x)

Building the trapezoid distribution trapr Having the set of triples mi =
{µ imin, µimax, 7r* (µi)} and the interval [ao.os, do.as], we can define trap r = (a, b, c, d)
where [a, d] is the support of the distribution and [b, c] its core. trapr is the convex hull of points defined by the triples, which bounds the possibility value of
the modes of the GMMs, and the 0.05-cuts. Thus, the lower bound of the core
b is the lowest intersection between the line y = 1 and the lines that cross the
point (µimin,7r *(µi )) and the point (ao.05,0.05).
The trapezoid trap r has the following properties :
• it upper-bounds all the probability-possibility transformation of the modes
of all the components of the GMMs in r.
• the 0.05-cuts of trapr contains all the 95% quantiles of the GMMs in I'.
However, it is not guaranteed that trapr upper-bound all the probability-possibility
transformation the GMMs in I' , even for the a-cuts with a 2'.: 0.05.

5

Illustration

For illustration, we consider a set of data that are generated by the GMM p(x) =
0. 7 * g(x, µi = - 2, a1 = 0.8) + 0.3 * g(x, µ2 = 4, a2 = 1.5). We suppose that the
parameters have been estimated with 200 pieces of data. Figure 1 illustrates this
results for n = 200 and n = 50.
We can observe that the size of the core and the support increase quickly
when the number of data decreases. This is due to the fact that we assume that
each component is estimated independently with the corresponding ratio of data.
This makes that the more the GMM complex is (i.e. the more component it has)
the larger the dataset is needed in order to have an acceptable estimation of the
parameters.
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Fig. 1. trapr for the distribution p(x) = 0.7
n = 200 on the left and n = 50 on the right .

6

* g(x, -

2, 0.8)

+ 0.3 * g(x, 4, 1.5)

with

Con cl usion

In this paper, we have described how to construct a possibility distribut ion from
a set of data that is generated from a Gaussian distribution, or a Gaussian mix
ture model. We first compute confidence intervals for the parameters. Then, we
built a possibility distribution that contains all the Gaussian distributions that
have their parameters into their corresponding confidence intervals. In the case
of GMM, we build a trapezoid that has good properties with respect to the
modes and the 0.95 quantile. This approach can be useful in domains where a
high level of confidence is required, due to safety or security reasons (aeronautic,
medical applications, risk analysis). The method has the advantage to compute a
possibility distribution that encodes both the probabilistic knowledge, the uncer
tainty due to the amount of data available and the complexity of the shape of the
probability distribution. In the future, we will focus on the exact computation of
the mode of the GMMs in order to have a better approximation of the most spe
cific possibility distribution that encodes I'. We also plan to embed this method
into machine learning approaches such as Bayesian classifiers or regression when
confidence intervals of the error are computed by local estimation.
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Abstract. We specialize justified extensions in order to represent admissible extensions inside default theories. Relying on the correspondance of justified extensions with i-answer sets, we show that any admissible set of arguments of any
argumentation framework can be directly computed from the L-answer sets of
the equivalent logic program. This allows us to consider the addition of integrity
constraints with whom the admissibles sets are filtered from each L-answer set.

1 Introduction
In this paper we show that maximal conflict-free sets of arguments correspond strictly to
justified extensions of a default theory [6], and hence to the L-answer sets (iota-answer
sets) of a logic program [5] . We propose then a characterization of the admissible sets of
arguments of any abstract argumentation framework obtained from a default theory via
an additional constraint on justified extensions of this theory. Relying on the bijection
of justified extensions with L-answer sets, we then show that any admissible set of arguments of the initial argumentation framework can be characterized via the L-answer sets
of the equivalent logic program. It becomes then possible to add to any such program a
set of integrity constraints that filters the admissible sets of arguments from its L-answer
sets.

2 Preliminaries
An argumentation framework is a pair (AR, attacks ) where AR is a set and attacks
is a relation over AR. Each element of AR is called an argument and a attacks b means
that there is an attack from a to b. By extension, a set S ~ AR attacks an argument
a E AR iff some argument in S attacks a. On the contrary, S defends a iff for each
b E AR, if b attacks a then S attacks b. In this case, a is also said to be acceptable
with respect to S . The attacks relation induces a kind of coherence with different
degrees among arguments. First, S ~ AR is conflict free iff there are no a and bin S
such that a attacks b. Further, S is said admissible iff S is conflict free and defends
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all its elements. A preferred extension is then a <;;; -maximal admissible subset of AR.
Eventualy, S is a stable extension iff S is conflict free and attacks each argument that is
not in S .
Let us now briefly remind some of the principal notions about default reasoning
[8]. A default is an expression of the form
where a, (j, / are closed first-order
sentences with a beeing called the prerequisite, (3 the justification, and / the conclusion. Considering a set of defaults D, the functions PREREQ(D), JUST(D) , and
CONS(D) refer respectively to all prerequisites, justifications, and consequences of
the defaults of D. The following characterizations of R- and J-extensions (respectively
due to [8] and [6]) are given here after [9]. Given a default theory Ll = (W, D),
a subset D' of D is grounded in W iff for all d E D', there is a finite sequence
d 0 , .. . dk of elements of D' such that (I) PREREQ( {do}) E Th(W), (2) for 1 ::::;
i $ k - 1, PREREQ( {di+ i}) E Th (W) U CONS( {do , ... di}), and dk = d. Then,
let D' be any subset of D; E = Th (W U CONS(D')) is: (I) a }-extension of Ll iff D'
is a maximal grounded subset of D such that for all (3 E JUST(D'), •(3 ¢ E; (2) a
R-extension of Ll iff it is a J-extension, and for each default d E D \ D', d =
either
a¢ E or •(3 E E. When E = Th (W U CONS(D')) is an extension (either J- or R-),
the set D' is called the set of generating defaults of E, and is denoted by GD(E, Ll) .

¥

¥,

We now come to default theories as argumentation frameworks. Consider Ll =
(W , D ) a default theory and A = {(Ji, .. . , (Jn} ~ JUST(D) . A sentence A is said
to be a defeasible consequence of Ll and A [3] if there is a sequence (eo , . .. en) with
en = A such that, for each ei, 0 $ i $ n, either (I) ei E W or (2) ei is a logical
consequence of the preceeding members in the sequence, or (3) e; is the conclusion "I
of a default ~ whose prerequisite a is a preceding member in the sequence and whose
justification belongs to A. A is said to be a support for A with respect to Ll. The theory
Ll is then interpreted as an argumentation framework (AR,:i, attacks,:i) as follow s:
(1) AR,:i = {(A,.X.) I A ~ J UST(D),Aisa supportfodwithrespectto Ll} ; (2)
(A,.X.) attacks,:i (A' , X) iff • A E A' .

iJ

Conversely, any argumentation framework AF = (AR, attacks ) can be interpreted
modularly as a default theory LlAF = (0, D AF) as follows: (I) D AF = {'~ I a E
AR}; (2) for every argument a, b of AR such that b attacks a, if da denotes the single
default of D AF associated to a, add • b into J UST ( {da} ). In other words, to every
single argument of (AR , attacks ), we associate a prerequisite-free default whose consequence is the argument itself and whose set of justifications is the smallest set containing T as well as the negations of all attacking arguments. Note that, where translating
an AF to a default theory generates a number of defaults equal the number of arguments in AF, the translation in the other direction, that is from a default theory to an
AF, generates many more (possibly infinitely many) arguments in general. This complexification is mainly due to the fact that we move from full propositional logics (on
the side of defaults) to the simple fragment of propositional atoms, negated or not (on
the side of AF). Let us still point out that, as in the logical approaches of argumentation (cf. [l]), the standard translations defined here leads to define the arguments with
a structure under the form (support, conclusion). Eventually, note that the notion of
defeasible consequence defined above allows precisely to express the arguments under
this form by sort of removing the prerequisites from the initial default theory.
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As shown in [3], there is an exact correspondance between the R-extensions of a
default theory and the stable extensions of an abstract argumentation theory. Consider
A, a first-order theory, and A' i; AR 4 a set of arguments obtained from a default theory
Lt Define(!) arg(A) = {(A,A ) E AR,:i I Vf3 E A ,{3 U A f} ;(2) jlat( A' ) = {A I
3(A, A) E A'} . Let Ll be a default theory. Then (lemma 42 and theorem 43 of [3]): (I)
Given E any R-extension of Ll, arg (E) is a stable extension of (AR 4 , attacks 4 ) ; (2)
Given E' any stable extension of (AR 4 , attacks 4 ) , jlat( E' ) is an R-extension of Ll.

Theorem l Let Ll = (W, D) be a default theory and (AR 4 , attacks ,:i) the corresponding argumellfationframework. Then: (I) (A, A) E AR,:i if{ there exists D' r; D,
D' grounded in W such that A = J UST(D' ) and A E Th (W u CONS (D' )); (2)
fiat(AR,:i) =
LJ Th(W U CONS(D' )).
D' E 2°
D' grounded

3

A J-extension based approach of admissible extensions

Corollary I stresses the crucial role played by the subsets of D in the constitution of
any argument (A, A) of AR 4 , since for any such argument there exists D' o;;: D such
that A = JUST(D') and A E Th(W U CONS(D' )). The last set is precisely of the
form taken by the different kinds of extensions of Ll (with possibly different constraints
on it). In other words, we expect to relate different types of subsets of AR,:i with some
type of extension of Ll via JUST(D') (for the supports of the arguments) and Th(W U
CONS(D')) (for the consequences of the same arguments). In order to achieve this
goal, let us consider the following definition :

Definition l Given a default theory Ll = (W, D), and D' i; D , let AR,:i(D')
{(A , A) E AR,:i I A E Th(W u CONS(D'))}
Obviously, AR 4 (D) = AR 4 . We can now come to the characterization of conflict-free
sets of arguments via a subset D' of defaults:

Theorem 2 Given a default theory Ll = (W , D ), let D' i; D, D' grounded in Wand
E = Th(W U CONS(D')) . Then AR,:i(D' ) is conflict-free if{ \:/{3 E J UST(D' ), -.{3 </.
E.
The two following corollaries show that J-extensions correspond to conflict-free maximal subsets of arguments. More precisely, from the definition of J-extensions and theorem 2, we get immediately:

Corollary l Let Ll = (W, D ) be a default theory and (AR,:i , attacks,:i) the corresponding argumentation framework. Let E,:i be any conflict-free <; -maximal subset of
AR 4 . Then jlat(E4 ) is a I-extension of Ll.
Corollary 2 Let Ll = (W, D) be a default theory and (AR 4 , attacks,:i ) the corresponding argumentation framework. Let E be any }-extension of Ll. Then
AR..:i( GD(E, Ll)) is a conflict-free c; -maximal subset of AR..:i.
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The question is now to filter J-extensions in order to represent admissible extensions in
default logic. We do it thank to the following characterization theorem:
Theorem 3 let ..1 = (W, D) be a default theory and (AR,:i, attacks,:i) tlie corresponding argumentationframework. let {D i ,i EN } be any enumeration of the grounded
subsets of D and E(D;) = Th(W U CONS(D;)) for any i E N. For any D' ~ D,
AR,:i(D') is an admissible set of (AR,:i, attacks,:i) if!
(i) there is i E N such that D' = D;
(ii) there is j EN such that D' ~ D j and E (Dj) is a ]-extension
(iii) for any k E N, (3(3 E J UST(D '), --i(3 E E(Dk) ==> (31 E E(D'), --i/
JUST (Dk))

E

What is shown here is that in order for a subset of a J-extension to correspond Lo an
admissible set, one has to check that if any negation of a justification used to derive
this subset can be found in one of the grounded subsets of D (i.e. some argument is
attacked) then some formula of this grounded subset will be found negated among the
initial justifications (i.e. the argument is defended). In other words, in order to compute
any admissible set inside a default theory (and hence any preferred extension when
considering ~ - maximal subsets), it is sufficient to filter inside the J-extensions. The
most interresting consequence of this result comes from the one-to-one correspondence
between J-extensions and i-answer sets, which is the matter of the following section.

4

Link with t.-answer sets

Put into the context of answer set programming, J-extensions have been shown by [2] to
correspond to some way of relaxing answer sets. This idea was further fully developped
in [5] who defines the i-answer sets of a logical program as the exact counterpart of the
J-extensions of the corresponding default theory. Following [5], remind that a normal
logic program is a finite set of rules of the form

Po

pi, ... ,pm, not Pm+l, .. . , not Pn

where each Pi is an atom. For a ruler, head(r) and body(r) denote the usual corresponding parts ofr, while body+ (r ) and body - (r) denote respectively the positive part
and the negative part of body(r ). This definition are extended from a rule to a program II, e.g. head(II) = {head(r) J r E JI}. Eventually, note that an empty head
is similar to 1-, while an empty body is similar to T . A program II is called basic if
body - (JI) = 0. Each basic program JI has a unique ~ -minimal model, denoted by
Cn(JI), that is the smallest set of atoms closed under the rules of II.
Let cn+(II) = Cn(JI 0 ) = Cn(head(r) <-- body+(r) I r E JI). Considering JI a logic program and X a set of atoms, X is an i-answer set of II if X =
cn+(JI') for some maximal JI' ~ II such that (I) body+(JI' ) ~ Cn +(JI' ) and (2)
body - (JI') n Cn+(JI') = 0. The i-answer sets of a program JI correspond to the justified extensions of the default theory given by the following known modular translation :
each ruler of II yields a default body+t~',«~ody- (r) 1 (where I S J = {a J not a E S} ),
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and W

= 0.

Given II' ~ II, let (I) ARn(II') = {(body - (r), head(r)) I r E II'}, (2)
jlat 11 (II') = {head(r) I r E II'} Given any argumentation framework AF =
(AR, attacks), from the translation defined earlier we get a default theory LlAF =
(0, D A F ). In turn, from the modular translation defined just above, this default theory
yields a logic program II AF with an empty positive body (i .e. body+ (II)AF = 0).
Clearly, ARn(IlAF) = AR, and for every D' ~ DAF there exists II' ~ IIAF such
that ARLl(D') = ARn(II') and fiat(ARLl(D')) = fiatn(II'). As a consequence of
corollaries 1 and 2 we then get immediately:

Corollary 3 Let II be a program with an empty positive body and AR11(II) the corresponding argumentation framework. For any II' ~ II, ARn (II') is a <;;,._ -maximal
conflict-free subset of ARn(II) if! head( II') is a i-answer set of II.
From theorem 3 we get directly :

Corollary 4 Let II be a program with an empty positive body and ARn (II ) the corresponding argumentation framework. Let Xi, .. . , Xk be a collection of all the i-anwer
sets of II and A Rn (II1), . .. , A Rn (Ilk) the corresponding conflict-free maximal subsets of ARn(II). For any II' <;;,._ II, ARn (II' ) is an admissible set of ARn(II) if!
there is i, 1::; i::; k, such that II' <;;,._ Ili and (Vr' E IJ')( 3r E II\ Ili )(body - (r') n
head(r) =/= 0 => head(II') n body- (r) =/= 0).
Let us now define the counterpart of an admissible set of arguments inside a logic
program:

Definition 2 Let II be a logic program and X be a set of atoms. X is called an admissible answer set of II ijf there is II' ~ II such that X = fiat n(II') and A Rn (II') is
an admissible set of A Rn (II).
Following [5], we can augment our framework with integrity constraints whose purpose
here will be to filter inside the i-answer sets the subsets that are admissible. Remind that
an integrity constraint is a rule c with an empty head, that is

<- P1, . . . ,pm , not Pm+ l, .. . , not Pn
After [5], we consider a constraint c satisfied with respect to a set X of atoms if for any
rule r of II , body+ (c) i X or body - ( c) n X =/= 0. In order to eliminate into i-answer
sets the subsets that would not correspond to admissible sets of A Rn (II) for a given
program II obtained from an abstract argumentation framework, let

c'fl =

{ <- head(r'), body - (r) I r,r' E II,head(r) E body - (r')}.

Definition 3 Let II be a logic program, C'fl be a set of integrity constraints and X be
a set of atoms. X is admissible with respect to C'f/ if! X is a subset of an i-answer set
of II such that every c E C'fl is satisfied with respect to X.
Theorem 4 Let II be a logic program and X be a set ofatoms. Then Xis an admissible
answer set of II if! X is admissible with respect to C'ff
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5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have established a characterization of the admissible semantics defined
by Dung inside defaults and answer-set programming. After drawing up the equivalence
of conflict-free ~ -maximal sets of an abstract argumentation framework with the justified extensions of the corresponding default theory, we have used this result to get a
characterization of admissible sets of arguments inside default theories. From the mapping between J-extensions and i-answer sets, this characterization is easily transposed
into logic programming. We have then shown that it is possible to add to any logic
program coming from an argumentation framework a set of integrity constraints with
whom the admissible sets are filtered from the l-answer sets. Although not surprising,
to our opinion these results show a closer relation of abstract argumentation frameworks
with defaults and answer sets than initialy described by Dung. Notably, and contrary to
the approaches used for instance by [3], [7] or [4], a first-order encoding appears useless
for processing abstract argumentation frameworks with logic programs. Moreover, and
contrary to [4] there is also no need to consider disjunctive logic programs in order to
get the preferred extensions of an abstract argumentation framework.
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a novel framework for estimating OLAP q11eries over
1111certain and imprecise m11ltidimensional data streams, along with two relevant research
contributions: (i) a probabilistic data stream model, which describes both precise and imprecise
multidimensional data stream readings in terms of nice confidence-interval-based Probability
Distrib11tion F11nctio11s (PDF); (ii) a possible-world semantics for 11ncertain and imprecise
m11ltidimensio11al data streams, which is based on an innovative data-driven approach that
exploits "natural" features of OLAP data, such as the presence of clusters and high correlations.

1 Introduction
Modem data stream applications and systems are more and more characterized by the presence of
1111certainty and imp1·ecision that make the problem of dealing with uncertain and imprecise data streams a
leading research challenge. This issue has recently attracted a great deal of attention from both the academic
and industrial research community, as confinned by several research efforts done in this context [7,12,8,14].
Uncertain and imprecise data streams arise in a plethora of actual application scenarios ranging from
e11vironme11tal sensor networks to logistic networks and telecommunication systems, and so forth.
While some recent papers have tackled the problem of efficiently representing, querying and mining
uncertain and imprecise data streams [7,12,8,14], to the best of our knowledge, there not exist in literature
research initiatives that deal with the problem of efficiently OLAPing [10] uncertain and imprecise
multidimensional data streams, with explicit emphasis over multidimensionality of data [9,5,6,11] . In order
to fulfill this relevant gap, in this paper we first introduce the problem of estimating OLAP queries over
uncertain and imprecise multidimensional data streams, which can be reasonably considered as the first
research attempt towards the definition of OLAP tools over uncertain and imprecise multidimensional data
streams exposing complete OLAP functionalities, such as on-the-fly data summarization and indexing. In
particular, as we will demonstrate throughout the paper, in this research we propose a framework that is able
of effectively and efficiently providing theoretically-founded estimates to OLAP queries over uncertain and
imprecise multidimensional data streams, as a first step towards building more complex OLAP tools.
The framework for OLAPing uncertain and imprecise multidimensional data streams proposed in our
research builds on some previous results that have been provided by recent efforts. Particularly, [4], which
focuses on static data, introduces a nice Probability Distribution Function (PDF) [ 16]-based model that
allows us to capture the uncertainty of OLAP measures. Furthermore, imprecision of OLAP data with
respect to OLAP hierarchies available in the multidimensional data stream model is meaningfully captured
by means of the so-called possible-world semantics [4]. This semantics allows us to evaluate OLAP queries
over uncertain and imprecise static data, while also ensuring some well-founded theoretical properties,
namely consiste11cy, faithfalness and correlation-preservation [4]. The possible-world semantics [4] is
exploited and significantly extended in our research, and specialized to the more challenging issue of
dealing with uncertain and imprecise multidimensional data streams, along which several original and
innovative research contributions.

2 A Probabilistic Data Model for Uncertain and Imprecise Multidimensional
Data Streams
In this Section, we formally provide our model for uncertain and imprecise multidimensional data streams.
This model relies-on and significantly extends the research proposed in [4], which focuses on OLAP over
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static data. Particularly, [4] states that two specific occurrences of data ambiguity can arise in a typical
OLAP scenario over static data: (i) uncertainty of (OLAP) measures, and (ii) imprecision of dimensional
members of (OLAP) hierarchies. Let us now focus on both these cases of data ambiguity in the particular
context of dealing with multidimensional data streams (which is of interest for our research) by means of
the following meaningful application scenario. Then, based on this, fonnal definitions are provided.
Consider a la rge retail company selling computer components in USA throughout several branches
located in different USA states. First, note that, due to the networked organization of the company, sale data
sent by different branches to the company head-office periodically can be reasonable assumed as streaming
data. Also, these data are clearly multidimensional in nature, according to several attributes that functionally
model typical sale/acts. Some example attributes are the following: (i) Store, which models the store where
the sale occurred; (ii) Time, which captures the time when the sale occurred; (iii) Product, which models
the sold product; (iv) Customer, which captures the customer that purchased the product. These attributes
play the role of OLAP dimensions for the example multidimensional data stream model. In addition to this,
OLAP hierarchies are associated to these dimensions. An OLAP hierarchy describes the hierarchical
relationship among dimensional members of the model (10], being dimensional members defined on top of
functional attributes of the target OLAP analysis. For instance, consider the dimension Store of the running
example. Here, a possible hierarchy associated to Store could be the following: State ~ City ~ Store.
Possible instances of this hierarchy could be the following: (i) California ~ Los Angeles ~ Computer

Parts; (ii) California ~San Francisco~ PC Components.
The main company could be interested in performing on-the-fly OLAP analysis of sales across the
different branches. As a consequence, attribute Sale, which records the sale of a product p to a customer c
perfonned in a certain stores during a certain day d, could be the OLAP 111easure of interest for the target
analysis. Under a broader vision, performing OLAP analysis can be reasonably intended as execu1ing a sel
of meaningful OLAP queries over 111ultidimensional data strea111s, which represents the main goal of our
research. It should be clear enough that this perfectly marries with the ambitious aim of achieving effective
and efficient OLAP tools over uncertain and imprecise multidimensional data streams, whose relevance has
been highlighted in Sect. I.
Due to data ambiguity, uncertainty of the measure Sale derives from the fact that data stream readings
do not record the exact value of the sale (e.g., 50 $), but rather they record a confidence interval within
which the possible value ranges (e.g., (45, 55] $)with a certain probability p5 , such that 0 $; Ps $; 1. Due
to data ambiguity, imprecision ofOLAP data derives from the fact that data stream readings can record any
of the dimensional members of the available hierarchies, at any hierarchical level, instead than always leaflevel dimensional members (like happens in the presence of precise OLAP data). Intuitively enough, data
stream readings recording values at the leaflevel of the (reference) OLAP hierarchies are defined as precise
readings (i.e., the related OLAP levels are univocally determined), whereas data stream readings recording
values at any non-leaf level of the OLAP hierarchies are defined as i111precise readings (i.e., the related
OLAP levels are not univocally determined). For instance, in our running example target data stream
readings could record the dimensional member California, so that it is not possible to precisely determine
the store where the related sale occurred actually. In fact, the store could both be Computer Parts, or PC
Components, alternatively. This is a source of imprecision when dealing with data stream readings
produced by the sources populating the reference application scenario.
Inspired by [4], in our research we formally define an uncertain and imprecise N-dimensional data
stream reading rs.j of a data stream s as follows : rs,j = (/ Ds,j• [vs,j,min• Vs,j,max]•Ps.i• ts,j•
as,j,ko• Us,j,k,• ... , Us,j,kn-J Here: (i) I Ds,J is the (absolute) identifier of r5 ,j ; (ii) Vs,J,min is the lower bound
of the confidence interval associated to the possible value of rs,J ; (iii) Vs,J,max is the upper bound of the
confidence interval associated to the possible value of rs.i• such that Vs,j,min < Vs,J ,max; (iv) Ps,j is the
probability that the value of rs.} ranges over the (confidence) interval [vs,j,min• Vs,j.max]; (v) ts,j is the
timestamp at which rs,J is recorded; (vi) as,J,ko• as,J,ki• ... , as,J.kn-•' with k1 E {0,1, ... , N - 1} and n $ N, is
a set of dimensional members associated to rs,}• each one belonging to a certain OLAP hierarchy of the
underlying N-dimensional data stream model.
A data stream s = r5 ,0 , r5 ,i. r5 ,z, ... is defined as a(n) (unbounded) sequence of data stream readings rs.i•
such that j -+ oo.
Usually, data stream management systems make use of buffering techniques for query efficiency
purposes [I], as consumer applications and systems are very often interested in retrieving OLAP
aggregations computed over a bounded set of recent data stream readings [9] rather than querying the
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" history" of knowledge kept in all the data stream readings . This model is also referred in literature as
window-based data stream q11e1y model [l]. A well -recogni zed solution that adheres to this model consists
in making use of a b11ffer storing an appropriately-selected collection of data stream readings (e.g., the last
U, with U> 0), and querying data stream readings stored in the buffer solely.
Based on this main trend, given a data stream s and a buffer b having size B > 0,
Rf = rs.j• rs,j+l• rs.j+ 2• ... , rs.j +B- l denotes a 8 -bounded sequence of data stream readings (of s) rs,j stored
within b, such that !Rf I ::;; B. Rf is thus composed by B data stream readings.
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Fig. 1. A 5-bounded PDF for the OLAP measure
Sale of the running example.

Fig. 2. The two-dimensional OLAP view over uncertain
and imprecise multidimensional data streams of the running
example.

Starting from important studies on modeling [7, 12] and processing [ 17] probabilistic datastreams/multidimensional-data, the information content of probabilistic measures of Rf can be nicely
described by a discrete PDF P/ (16], which is defined as follows: P,8 [k]
LZ;;:J([vs.k.min• Vs,k,max]•Ps.k) ·
o[k]. Here, the following constraint is super-imposed (7, 12]: LZ;;:J Ps.k 1, wherein: (i) [ Vs,k,min• Vs,k,max]
denotes the confidence interval associated to the reading rs.k (of s); (ii) Ps,k denotes the probability that the
value of rs,k ranges over [vs.k.min• Vs,k.max]; (iii) o() denotes the Dirac imp11/se [ 16]. To give an example,
Fig. I shows a 5-bounded PDF associated to the OLAP measure Sale of the running example.

=
=

3 Possible-World Semantics for OLAP over Uncertain and Imprecise Static
Data, and Limitations for the Case of Streaming Data
We review the possible-world semantics [4] via considering again our running example on the large retail
company selling computer components in USA, introduced in Sect. 2. Fig. 2 shows a two-dimensional
OLAP view on multidimensional data streams generated by the different branches of the company. This
view is exploited by the main company with the aim of making (on-the-fly) OLAP analysis of data streams
via a set of OLAP queries posed against the view (see Sect. 2). Particularly, the target OLAP view is built
by simultaneously combining the dimensions Store and Product available in the whole multidimensional
model of the study case, enriched by the respective hierarchies. A fixed two-dimensional OLAP query
posed against the view originates a continuous (aggregate) answer over multidimensional data streams (see
Sect. I).
For the sake of simplicity, for each hierarchy defined on the dimensions Store and Product, respectively,
dimensional members of the leaf level are represented by white circles (see Fig. 2), and the name of the
corresponding dimensional attributes is not shown. Grey circles in Fig. 2 represent instead data stream
readings that populate the view. Recall that data stream readings arrive at different rates and arrival times
[ 1,2], so that, for the sake of simplicity, our running example considers a snapshot of the OLAP view over
multidimensional data streams at a certain time tv, hence it stores data stream readings collected within the
view 11ntil tv.
In the reference OLAP view, due to imprecision of OLAP hierarchies, data stream readings can record
values at any level ofOLAP hierarchies associated to the dimensions of the view (see Sect. 2). For instance,
(6789, [30,46),0.7,177,S;,M1) with identifier IDs,i 6789, which has been originated at
reading r5 ,;
timestamp ts,i
177, models a sale fact whose value ranges over the interval (30,46] $ with probability

=

=

=
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Ps,i = 0. 7. This fact is related to the sale of the monitor M; occurred in the store S;. Therefore, this is a
precise data stream reading (see Sect. 2). Consider instead data stream reading
r5 ,1 = (6801. [75,94), 0.9,196, LA, Laptop}. At timestamp ts.I = 196, this reading records a sale fact whose
value ranges over the interval [75,94) $ with probability Ps.i = 0.9. This fact is related to the sale of a
certain product belonging to the (OLAP) group Laptop performed in a certain store located in Los Angeles.
Therefore, this is an imprecise data stream reading (see Sect. 2) that introduces ambiguity in the target
OLAP view.
"How to solve the ambiguity of reading r,.1?" is a critical question in order to effectively estimate
OLAP queries over uncertain and imprecise multidimensional data stream readings stored by the view. To
answer this question, first consider that reading r,.1 can be related to any of the possible OLAP measures of
the two-dimensional view contained within the two-dimensional range (California, Laptop} (shown in Fig.
2 as a dashed rectangular) except the measures originated by precise data stream readings (i.e., the grey
circles).
(4) solves the problem above in the case of OLAP over uncertain and imprecise static data. First,
explicitly note that, as highlighted previously, in our running example the OLAP view at time tv can be
clearly considered as storing static data, i.e. data stream readings collected within the view until ty.
Therefore, in the following we refer to the latter static (sub-)case to review possible-world semantics
introduced in [4], and study ho this semantics can help in answering the critical question above. According
to (4], the ambiguity of r.,1 can be solved by admitting the existence of a number of different possible
worlds D; built on top of the OLAP view, such that, in each possible world D;, r5 ,1 is alternatively one of the
measures of the two-dimensional view contained within (California, Laptop) that do not store a precise
value. Since 13 measures stored in (California, Laptop) are precise, the number of possible worlds for the
running example is (8 x 8) - 13 = 64 - 13 = 51, as the cardinality of both the dimensional members
California and Laptop is equal to 8, respectively. Each possible world clearly retrieves a possible answer
for the same OLAP query. Unfortunately, as stated in [4], the number of possible worlds over static OLAP
data can become exponential. To become convinced of this, consider that: (i) our running example focuses
on a simple two-dimensional OLAP view, whereas real-life data cubes expose very high degrees of
dimensionality [ 15]; (ii) the number of possible worlds has also a combinatory dependence on the depth of
OLAP levels to which the imprecise value is referred to - our running example focuses on OLAP
hierarchies having depth equal to 2, whereas real-life data cubes are characterized by OLAP hierarchies
having depths much higher than 15-20. This makes the number of possible worlds leading towards
exponential. In more detail, for k imprecise measures over a domain having Ci precise measures, we can
have
1 Ci possible worlds [4]. Also, in [4] a weight w; is associated to each possible world D;, in order
to capture the likelihood of D; of being the "true" world among the possible ones.
A first result of our research consists in stating that while the general possible-world semantics
introduced in [4] is sound for uncertain and imprecise static data, it cannot be applied to the context of
uncertain and imprecise multidimensional data streams. This mainly because, in a data stream
environment, readings arrive continuously, even at different rates, so that we cannot exploit the entire
probabilistic reading repository in order to easily compute the universe of possible worlds.

n1,,

4 A Data-Driven Approach for Computing the Probabilities of Imprecise
Multidimensional Data Stream Readings
In Sect. 3, we have clearly highlighted that computing the probabilities of imprecise multidimensional data
stream readings is the basic issue to be faced-off in order to achieve the definition of a possible-world
semantics for OLAP over uncertain and imprecise multidimensional data streams. Moreover, we have put in
emphasis that the approach proposed in [4] for the case of static data is not feasible for the case of
streaming data.
Inspired by these main motivations, we propose an innovative approach to solve the relevant issue of
estimating OLAP queries over uncertain and imprecise multidimensional data streams that is based on the
well-known evidence stating that OLAP data (static as well as streaming data) are usually clustered and
(highly) correlated in nature (9,5,6,11]. On the basis of this evidence, the main idea of the approach we
propose consists in computing the probability of the confidence interval of an imprecise multidimensional
data stream reading of being "close" to confidence i/1/ervals of its neighboring precise multidimensional
data stream readings, fixed the multidimensional range of imprecise multidimensional data stream
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readings, at a certain combination of OLAP hierarchical levels, as the reference neighborhood. The main
motivation underlying such an approach relics on the following well-understood evidences [ 13): (i) in an
OLAP data-cube/view, "close" data cells have similar properties (e.g., ranges of values, data distribution,
and so forth); (ii) data cell clusters within an OLAP data-cube/view follow a certain data di tribution that
singularly characterize them, and it is usually different from the distribution of other data cell clusters that
may be detected within the (same) OLAP data-cube/view.
Consider a multidimensional OLAP view V over the target multidimensional data streams. Let S be the
schema of the view V defined as the tuple: S = (m, D, H), such that: (i) m is the measure of interest; (ii)
D {d 0 , di, ... , dN-i} is the set of dimensions; (iii) H {h 0 , hi, ... , hN-i} is the set of hierarchies, such that
h; is the hierarchy associated to the dimension d;. Also, let Leaf(hi) denote the leaf level of dimensional
members of the hierarchy h;.
Consider
the
imprecise
multidimensional
data
stream
reading
populating
V,
rs.I= (IDs,1•[vs,l,min•Vs,l,maxJ.Ps.l•ts,l•as,l,ko•as.1.k,. ... ,as,l,kn-•), such that: (i) kj E {0,1, ... ,N-1}, (ii)

=

=

n

'5, N, (iii) for each as,l.kJ in rs.I> as,l,kJ fl; Leaf ( hkJ· We denote as (as,l,ko• as.1.k,. .. ., as,1,kn_ 1 ) the
multidimensional range associated to rs.I> and as (d 0 , di, ... , dN-i) the base multidimensional range of V,
which is obtained by combining all the dimensions of V at the leaf levels of their respective OLAP

hierarchies. Since as,l,kJ fl; Leaf ( hkJ for each as,l,kJ in r,,,. (as.l.ko• as,1.k,. .. ., as.1 ,1c._1 ) is contained by
(d 0 , di, ... , dN- i ), or, alternatively, (as.l,ko• a,,1,k 1 , ... , as.l.kn_1 ) is a proper sub-set of (d 0 , di, ... , dN - i), i.e.
(as.l.ko•as,1,k 1 , .. .,as.l,kn_1 ) c (do.di, .. .,dN- i). For the sake of simplicity, in the remaining part of this
Section we denote as (a;,7,ko' a!,7,k 1 , .. ., a;,7.kn- l) the projection of (as.l,ko. as.1.k 1 , .. ., as,1.kn- l) over
(d 0 , di, .. ., dN- i ), such that PM is the depth of the OLAP level of (d 0 , di, .. ., dN - i) (for the sake of
simplicity, assume that all the OLAP hierarchies of V have the same depth). It should be noted that
(a!.7.ko' a;,7,k 1 , .. . , a;,7,kn -l) contains precise multidimensional data stream readings of V, being the latter
defined at the leaf levels of hierarchies of V.
Let p~'(" denote the possible-world probability to be assigned to the imprecise multidimensional data
stream reading r,, 1• First, note that, since we deal with uncertain and imprecise data streams, p:,'(" can be
computed in terms of a fraction of the probability Ps.I associated to rs,i. i.e. P~.'t' = P;.1. with F > 0. It
should be noted that p~'(" captures the likelihood of r,, 1 of being a precise reading within

(a;,r,ko'

a;.rk1' ... ,a;,rkn-1 ).

Before introducing our approach for computing p:,'(", the definition of neighborhood for an imprecise
reading rs.i. denoted by .'.N(rs,1), is necessary. Let rs.1 be an imprecise reading, (as,l,ko• a.,1,k1 , .. ., as,1,kn- l)
the multidimensional range associated to rs,1> and a a positive integer parameter (i.e., a > 0). Since
(as.l,ko• as.1,k 1 , ... , as,1,kn- l) is an n-dimensional domain, rs.I can be represented as an n -dimensional object
in an n-dimensional space, as follows: rs.I = (rs.lka• rs.I•,' .... r,,1• n -l ) . Let r5~1 denote the projection of rs.I
over (a;,7.ko' a!.7.k 1 , ... , a!,7.kn-l ). The a-based neighborhood ofrs.I in
a~ LM LM
LM
>(rs. 1),
is defined as the set of

(a;,7,ko' a;,7,k
precise

1

, ... ,

a;,7,k. _1 ), denoted by

readings

contained

in

as.l.ko'as.Uc1 ····•as.l,kn-1

(a;,7,ko' a;,7,k
aJI{(

1

, ... ,

a;,7,kn-l)

LM
LM
LM
as,l,ko'as,l,k1•···•as.l.kn-1

tf;iJ (r;,1• 1 -

whose Euclidean distance from rf.1 is lower or equal to a. Formally:

)(rs.I)=

{r;,rlr;,I E(a;7k
, a;,7,k
''
0

1

, .. ., a;7k _1 ) /\ rf.1 =
'' n

n(

LM
LM
LM
as,l.ko'as.l.k1"'''as.L.kn-1

)(rs.I)/\

r,~1.,)2 '5 a}. such that nv(P) denotes the projection operator of a multidimensional point

p over a multidimensional domain 'D.
Starting from a~

LM
LM
LM
a.s,l.ko'as,l,k1 ,...,as,l,kn - 1

)(rs. 1), we slightly modify the concept of possible-world

probability pf'(", and introduce a variant that takes into account the a-based neighborhood of rs,i. thus
achieving the definition of the so-called a-based possible-world probability, denoted by ap~'(". Obviously,
when a = 1, then p:.f ap{'(".
From Sect. 3, recall that a combinatory dependence between the depth of OLAP hierarchical levels of
the multidimensional range (as,l,ko•as,l,k 1 , .. .,a•.1.kn- 1 ) associated to r5 ,1 and computing p~'(" exists. We
initially ignore this dependence and provide our proposed solution for computing p:,'(" for the simplest case

=
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in which the multidimensional model of the view Vis characterized by two (OLAP) levels only. This means
that (as.l,ko•as,l.k, • .. ., as,1,kn _1 ) is directly co111ained by (d 0 , di , ... ,dN- i). i.e. it docs not exist another
multidimensional range containing (as.l,ko• as,l,k, ..... a s,l,kn-l) and contained by (d 0 , di ... ., dN - i>· Let PL
denote the depth of the OLAP level of (as ,l,ko • as.1.k 1 , ••• , as,1,kn-l) and PM the depth of the OLAP level of
(d 0 , d 1 , ... , dN-i), respectively. In other words, the baseline case above is described by the following
constraint: PM
PL + 1. The solution for this case is presented in Sect. 4.1. After that, in Sect. 4.2 we
generalize the latter solution for the more probing case of dealing with OLAP views exposing an arbitrary
number of (OLAP) levels, which is described by the follow ing constraint: PM > PL + 1.
Following similar considerations provided in Sect. 3, it is important to highlight here again that models
and algorithms for computing possible-world probabilities of uncertain and imprecise multidimensional
data stream readings presented throughout the paper assume that (precise and imprecise) readings of the

=

target OLAP view are consistent and actual lo readings for which associated probabilities must be
computed. Indeed, this computational model could be mined by the typical multi-arrive and multi-rate
nature of streaming data [ 1,2], hence the latter reasonable assumption is necessary and it makes sense even
according to similar research experiences (e.g., [1 ,3]), beyond to turn easily to be implemented-in-practice
by classical buffered and window-based data stream processing models [I].
4.1 Baseline Case PM =PL+ 1. Given an imprecise reading Ts,I with the multidimensional range
1
•
d m
· ( as,l.ko
LM • as.l.k,
LM , ... , as.I.knLM • ) , we d efime the
· rea d'mg Ts,I
( a s,l,ko• as.l.k 1 , • • • , as,l.kn-l ) an d a precise
con tame

probabilistic confidence interval distance (PCID) of Ts.I with respect to T;,l> denoted by PC! D(Ts,I• T;, 1), as
fi0 II ows: PC/D( Ts,I• Ts.I
')

' · I ntm!lve
. . Iy enough' PCJD(Ts.I• Ts.I
' )
= \vs.l.max-v;.l.maxl
lvs.l.mln-v;.l.mlnl . Ps,I

. a pro ba b'/"
. fl
I IS/IC actor

IS

modeling how much the confidence interval of Ts.I is "distant" from the confidence interval of T;, 1• From
PCID(Ts 1, T; 1) , it should be noted that the less is the quantity
•

•

llvs.1.max-v~.1.maxi'

the less is the absolute

Vs,l,mtn-Vs.l.mln

distance between the confidence interval of Ts.I> [vs.I.min• Vs.I.max] , and the confidence interval of T;.1,
[v;,l,min• v;,l,max]· Also, since the confidence interval ofT;, 1 is a probabilistic estimate itself, such that p;,1 is

llvs.i.max-v~.l.maxi must be multiplied by p; 1• This determines (5),

the probability associated to it, the quantity

Vs.l,mln-vs,l,ml n

'

and allows us to capture the "reliability" of PCID(Ts, 1,T;,1) in modeling the probabilistic distance between
the confidence interval of Ts.lo [vs.I.min• Vs.I.max], and the confidence interval of T;, 1, [v;,l,min• v;,l,maxl ·
Linearly, a low absolute distance of PC/ D(Ts,I• T;, 1) causes a low probabilistic distance, and vice-versa.
Given an imprecise reading Ts,1 with the multidimensional range (as,l,ko • as.i,k 1, ... , as,l,kn- l) and its ti-based
neighborhood in (a;fk ,a;7k ,. ..,a;7k _ ), tiJlf.( LM
' ' o

•' 1

' ' n

neighborhood probabilistic confidence

)(r..i),
as,l,ko•as,t,k 1, ...,a s,l,kn-1

tiJlf.< iM

A

iM

"-lllCJD(

uJ~r

LM
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LM

interval distance
by

( LM
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• n-1

LM
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)(TsJ, we define the .1-based
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f.ko•a ;.f,k1 ,

Er s,le~.rt
1
• .,

LM
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r s.l
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COUNT p ti.JV lM
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LM
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)

of Ts. I with
••• ,

respect

a;,7,kn_1)), as

to

follows:

PCID(rs.l•r;.1 )
)

such

that

(rs.1)

(as,l.ko ' s.l.k1 ,.... as,l.kn-1 >

COUNT11 (

A_w;a~.fko·a~.fk 1 .....a~.fkn-)Ts,1))

is an aggregate function that returns the number of precise

readings in (asLM
1ko , asLM
1k 1 , .. ., asLM
1kn-1 ).
•.
•.
..
Intuitively enough, ti:NPCID(Ts,I• (a;,7,ko• a;,7,k, , ... , a;,7.kn-l)) is a probabilistic factor modeling how
much the confidence interval of Ts, 1 is "distant" from confidence intervals of precise readings in the ti-based
LM
)(Ts.1) (ofrs,1).
neighborhood A_w; LM LM
as,l,ko 'as,l.k1 ,...,as,l,kn-1

Upon the theoretical framework above, given an imprecise reading Ts,I with multidimensional range
(as,l,ko • as,1 ,k 1 , •• ., as,l,kn-l ), the ti-based possible-world probability of Ts.I> tip~![, is obtained as follows :
A
PW
Ps.l
i
h
uPr 1 =
(
LM LM
L"'
)·E
PW•
under
t e
constraint:
6
•

t.:NPCI D Ts.1.(as.l,ko'as.l.k1 ..... as.l.kn-1)

rs.1e(a~.-:'.ko·•~.rk1 ... .a~.-:'.kn-1) Pr.I
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=

1. Intuitively enough, tipr,r' is obtained in terms of a fraction of the
probability Ps.I associated to rs.I> where the denominator is represented by the probabilistic factor li.'.NPCID
that globally takes into account the "distance" of the confidence interval of rs.1 from confidence intervals of
their neighboring precise readings in ti~ iM iM
LM
>(rs, 1) . Furthermore, in order to achieve a full-

Lr,, 1e(a,, 1.k0,a,,1,k, .... ,as.i.kn- i>liPr,r'

as.t,ko'as,t.k1 ,...,as,l,kn-1

probabilistic interpretation of the introduced theoretical framework, lip~r' is normalized with respect to all
the other possible-world probabilities of imprecise readings in li~ iM, LM
LM
>(rs.i) . When li = 1

(pr,f =tipr,f),
we
Pr.r' = /J.:NPCID
, (rs_i .<as I k ,as
Pi~l k ,... ,as I k
LM

•• O

Lrs,1E(as,l,ko ·"s.l.k 1.-.. as.l,kn-il

iM

·· l

· · n- 1

«s,l,ko'as,1,ki ... .,as,l,kn - 1

tipr,f

revise
)

)I

E
.6=1

LM

LM

aLM

rs,tE <as.l,k o' 4 ,f ,l,k t " · s.l.kn-1

as

>P~l"'

under

follows:
the

constraint:

pr,f = 1.

4.2 Generalized Case PM >Pi+ 1. Now focus the attention on the extended model for computing the
possible-world probability of a given imprecise multidimensional data stream reading rs.I in the case that
the multidimensional range (as,l,ko• as,i,k 1 , .. . . as,l,kn- l) associated to r.,1 is defined via combining n
dimensions of the multidimensional model of V at arbitrmy (OLAP) levels of their respective hierarchies,
among those available in the OLAP schema of V. For the sake of simplicity, assume that depths of these
levels are equal for all the n hierarchies of V. Let Pi denote this common depth, and PM the depth of
(d 0 ,dv .. . , dN - i>. respectively. Therefore, PM -PL levels exist between (a s,l.ko•as, l,k,• ... ,as,l,kn - i> and
(d 0 , di . ... , dN- i) in the whole OLAP hierarchy of V.
In order to compute the possible-world probability of r s,L> pr,f, we simply iterate the baseline solution
provided for a singleton pair of multidimensional ranges, i.e. (as,l.l<o• as,l,k 1 , ... , as,l,kn -i) and
(d 0 , di, ... , dN - i> of the previous case (see Sect. 4.1 ), for each pair of multidimensional ranges defined at
two consecutive levels of the OLAP hierarchy of V between PL and PM. In more detail, we pick pairs of
multidimensional ranges across the OLAP hierarchy of V, starting from (as,l.ko• a , ,1,k,• .. . , as.1.kn- i) at level
PL and until (d 0 ,d 1 , ... ,dN _1 ) at level PM is reached. Each pair of multidimensional ranges is constituted by
the actual multidimensional range at level Lk, (a;,~,ko • a;,~,kl' ... , a;,~,kn-l), and its projection over the
multidimensional range at the underlying level Lk+l> (a;,7.~~. a;t~~, ... , a;,7.~~- 1 ). Therefore, for each pair of
Lk
ik
ik
)
Lk+l
Lk + I
Lk+ l
)
'bl
Id
. I ranges ( as,l,ko'
mu Iti'd'nnens1ona
as,l,kl' ... , a., 1,kn- l
an d ( a.,l,ko•
as,l,k 1 , .. . , a s,l,kn-i , a poss1 e-wor
probability Pr.l!:'.k+l is obtained. The final possible-world probability associated to r s,L> pr,f, is obtained by
multiplying

all

these

l:r,,1e(as,l.ko·as.1.k,.· .. ,as,l,kn- 1)

probabilities,

as

follows:

pr,f =

n~~;L

1

Pr.t::.k+I'

under

the

constraint:

pr,f = 1.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a novel framework for estimating OLAP queries over uncertain and
imprecise multidimensional data streams. The proposed framework introduces some relevant research
contributions, and the suitability of the framework in the context of modern data stream applications and
systems, which are more and more characterized by the presence of uncertainty and imprecision, has been
deeply discussed in the paper. Future work is mainly oriented towards making our proposed framework
robust with respect to complex OLAP aggregations over uncertain and imprecise multidimensional data
streams, beyond simple SQL-based OLAP aggregations (e.g., SUM, COUNT etc) like those investigated in
this paper.
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Abstract. A problem ofreal time processing and forecast of dynamic
images is discussed in this paper. A suggested approach to formation of the
reference tunnel is based on the information processing method when laser
beams centers are calculated with higher accuracy, and route images are
classified to improve further forecast of their behavior.
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1

Introduction

Rapidly growing requirements to modem computational media encourage
development of the new intelligent methods of information transfer and processing.
Today most internet channels cannot provide data exchange of the required quality
between such systems, which, in tum, results in the congestion of those channels and
formation of so-called digital bottlenecks. A possible solution of the problem of
transfer of large volumes of information is to use a fiber-optic cable, but laying such
cable is rather expensive, even on short distances. At the same time, this problem can
be solved through application of the laser-based technologies [1-3], one of the most
promising models of information transfer for the near future .. Most satellites transmit
information, such as TV programs, by means of microwave radiation, while laserbased information transmission could be hundreds of times faster, which, in tum, will
considerably increase a carrying capacity of the channel.
One of the main problems in the process of satellite monitoring by the receiving
unit, which occurs at all stages of the system operation, is the forecast of the laser
beam spot image location, namely of its geometrical characteristics, which are being
distorted by the turbulence and air masses.
Significantly noise-distorted images, in their tum, can both considerably worsen
results of the spot location forecast, and set a system into the state when it will not be
able to respond adequately to variations in the monitored object location.
To solve a problem of the efficient forecast, frames of the laser beams spots (LBS)
images sequence should be classified with a goal to filter a laser rout from images
considerably distorted by noise, thus forming a tunnel of reference images.
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In this paper we suggest determining centers of laser beams spots images with one
of the classic methods of object center determination (a method of the contour center
of gravity determination [4)) with further correction based on information
characteristics of the contour tape, formed using gradient masks or other methods of
boundaries determination on fuzzy images.

2

Method of determination of the fuzzy objects images centre.

In this section we suggest determining centres of laser beams spots by means of a
contour tape, created by using gradient masks or other methods of determination of
image boundaries.
A majority of methods of contour features extracting are based on the fact that
various objects on images are matched by areas with comparatively similar values of
brightness, but on the boundaries brightness changes considerably [5]. As an example,
the Roberts operator will be used.
The Roberts' Cross operator is used in image processing and the computer vision
for the edge detection [6]. After imposing a gradient mask on the image, external and
internal boundaries of the object are determined. The internal boundary defines a
basic centroid of the object, while an area between the external and internal
boundaries is used for its correction.
If vertices of the poligon are set by coordinates (x 0, y 0 ), (xi. y 1), •• ., (xn-i. Yn-i), then
coordinates of its centroid are calculated by formulas:

(I)

(2)
Where: (Xe, Yc) - coordinates of centroid of the polygon;
S - area of the polygon.
Here (xn, Yn) = (x0 , y 0 ), and an area of the polygon is denoted as

(3)

3

Formation of the tunnel boundaries

It is convenient to use average values of laser beams coordinates modeled by the
same nonnal distribution to form and update coordinates of tunnel boundaries.
However, if coordinates of the spot center are changing with a no-zero rate, and a
tunnel has narrow boundaries, coordinates of some centres, important for spots
forecast, may enter the extra-tunnel zone, thus increasing a forecast error.
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To avoid this situation, boundaries of the tunnel should be adjusted according to
changes of laser beams centers coordinates, and frames with substantially distorted
centers, which do not belong to tunnel zone, should be eliminated.
If such infonnation is available, tunnel boundaries are updated by the formulas :
X1

= (1- k )X1_ 1 + kµ_tt,

y, = (1-k)y,_1+kµyt'

(4)

k={JG,(x, e [~x1_1 -.w/2] u[x,_ 1 +w/2;-too])n(y,. e[~.Yi-i -w/2]u[y1-1 +w/2;-too]),
fs,x, e (x1-1 - w/ 2;x1-1 +wl2]uy, e(y,_1 -w/2;_Yi_1 +w/ 2],
(5)
where x, is a coordinate of the middle line of the tunnel at the

t'" moment of time,

µ x1 is the mathematical expectation of x,, w is a width of the tunnel, k1, k2 are
parameters detennining a rate of tunnel boundaries update. Since it is impossible to
create an ideal detector of tunnel boundaries, and since the laser beam (LB) center
may change its position abruptly, it is not recommended to assign zero value to k1, as
in this case frames with extratunnel centres will never be taken into account. This may
lead to the complete loss of input infonnation at the abrupt change of the beam center
location or to the necessity to adjust a tunnel middle line position manually. The
recommended experimentally selected values are: kl=0.09; k2 = 0.35.

Fig. I .Formation of tunnel boundaries, A - change of the LB center coordinate in the route, B dynamic boundary of the tunnel; C - static boundary of the tunnel.

Fig. I shows a dynamic change of the tunnel boundaries depending on the changes
of the position of the laser beam center coordinates with time.
Fig 1 demonstrates that the number of points entering the tunnel zone is
considerably higher in case of dynamic boundaries formation than of the static ones.
Therefore, the next frame is being forecasted basing not only the "reference" images
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and their respective mathematical expectations, but also on the possibility of noise
imposition on the image.

4

Results of the experimental research and conclusions

Basing on processing of a considerable amount of images ( 15 laser routes, each
containing 1000 images), it may be noted that the suggested method improves results
of the algorithms of images behavior forecast by 8-15% due to elimination of frame
images substantially distorted by the impact of noise.
Table 1 contains results of a comparative analysis of a well-known method of
laser beams spots coordinates preprocessing and a method of preprocessing by means
of the contour tape. Those algorithms were simulated with STATISTICA 6.0
software. As the table demonstrates, results of the contour tape method are 15% better
than those of the existing method.
Table 1 demonstrates that the "contour tape" method has a better forecasting
ability from the preprocessing perspective. The experiments show that the suggested
"contour tape" method of image preprocessing is more acceptable as compared with
already known methods of images preprocessing for the laser beam location forecast.

Table
N'2
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1.

Graphs of predicted and real values for X coordinates
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Known method of preprocessing
The method of preprocessing by
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Ox av - is average relative error of the method, that was calculated between real and
forecast values.
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Conclusions
Main advantages of the suggested method include:
I. The algorithm correctly operates with images containing objects, which do not
have clearly defined boundary line.
2. The algorithm responds to the smallest changes of investigated parameters and
correspondingly influences a position of tunnel boundaries.
3. A training stage takes place only at the start of the algorithm operation.
4. There is no need to recalculate values of

µx, µY, ax, a y

by means of samples

if positions of laser beam centers leave the range of admissible values and, hence,
all route images are used.
5. Fonnation of tunnel boundaries is not time-consuming.
6. The range of admissible input values is limited only by the possibilities of
computation system (the algorithm correctly operates with rapidly changing
positions of the LP centre).
7. The algorithm accounts for a possibility of the noise distortion of the wanted
signal.
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